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Because his foreign policies are much more to the liking
of his party than his domestic policies, President Roosevelt
has gained 3 percent the past month as a third term prospect
This was fully expected as the result of the first war scare.
This sentiment is strongest ln the South and in th e West and
Middle Atlantic States. In New England, according to the
American Institute of Public Opinion 34 percent would vote
for a third term and 66 percent against It. O ther sections show
these figures: Middle Atlantic, 46 percent for, 55 percent
against; East Central, 32 percent for. 68 percent against; West
Central. 37 percent for, 63 percent against: South. Cl percent
for. 30 percent against; West, 47 percent for, 53 percent against.
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Annie Rhodes Spoke
Local Teacher Tells Garden
Club O f V isit To A u d u 
bon Camp
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LIONS CAPTURE VINALHAVEN

V o lu m e 9 4 ....................N u m b e r 1 18.

“T H E B L A C K C A T ”

Zone Meeting Attracts 64 Of the Jungle Folk
— Emergency Drag Of Lobsters

An outstanding meeting of the
Rockland G arden Club was held
Sept. 26, a t Community Building,
The Vinalhaven Lions Club was Alec Baxter, John Tobey, L. E.
with Mrs. Edward J. Hellier as hos
Miss Caroline Ihost t0 some 47 vlsitin& Lions last Stimson. Michael E. Nagem, B. D.
tess chairman
Thursday evening in the G.A.R. Larson. Eddie Harrison, Emile
Jameson was program chairman.
Roderlque, Evariste LaVerdiere.
The conservation study for the rooms as the first meeting scheduled
Skowhegan—John K. Fogarty,
month was given by Mrs. George in Zon« 3 got under way to start off
Ben. F. Stone, Fred J. Sterns. Karl
W. Smith, who discussed Bird Lore ■
current new year of Lionism.
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Roullard. F. W. Seabury. George M.
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articles that appealed to Maine n a- ‘ Four clubs constitute the make up
»
Brevity Is the soul o t wit.
*•
Davis. A. E. Coombs, George Jones.
ture students.
of Zone 3 of District 41A. Rockland,
•••
—Shakespeare
—
OH. FOR THE TRUTH!
Harold B. Dumont, Joe Grace, L.
Miss Jameson, by request, told th e Camden-Rockport._ Waldoboro and
M * * * » * , *S, "S-*S*,*, , * ,* * S * * * '— M
P. Waddington.
The college presidents and the college professors are being
club in delicate words, her associa- Vinalhaven. The Camden-Rockport
Portland—-Fred H. Gabbi. Arthur
Club
sent
a
delegation
of
16
mem
widely quoted as to their views on the war ln Europe. It Is
, tions with the flower night blooming
L.
Hinman and Ed. Taiberth.
to be taken for granted th at an educator Is ln better touch
I cereus, leading up to the beautiful bers but the Rockland and Waldo
Guests, Calvin Vinal of Vinal
boro
Clubs
were
not
represented.
with the situation than the layman, but alas! no two college
I description of the rare plant th a t
haven and Mr. Ingraham of Cam
Opened Yesterday W ith
presidents and no two college professors agree; so we are
| recently held two blossoms, owned This was a source of deep regret to den.
Zone
Chairman
O.
V.
Drew,
and
,
forced to the belief th a t the highly educated know no more
I by Miss Edna Payson. Miss C h ar
Fine Prospects For the
(By The Roving Reporter)
about the actual situation than the average person who
lotte Buffum added a bit of travel the members of the Vinalhaven j
Sportsmen
Club,
and
to
punish
the
offenders
depends upon the newspapers or the radio broadcasts. The
news at this point; In Hawaii she
Nothing b u t absolute tru th is j The call for information concernunfortunate thing about the radio broadcasts Is th a t you get
was one of hundreds who witnessed they are planning to send a big
The Maine hunting season got
and
hungry
delegation,
prepared
only partisan reports. Oermany says her airplanes sink
supposed
to find its way into this ing the old schooner Polly brought
a hedge of th e famous flower.
Saturday’s Racing Events
under way yesterday.
a response yesterday from Charles
British warships, and England says they don't. Now If we
Mrs. Clara Emery presented the to lick up everything in sight, when
Inland Fisheries and Game Com
Marked By Spills and a column, but the following despatch Carleton of Union who recalls hav
could only have a middle ground report, and get the facts
six white peonies ln the nam e of it comes time for the delinquent
from Herscher, ni„ cannot fail to
missioner George J Stobte predict
ing made a trip from Salem to
occasionally, how much better satisfied everybody would be.
Runaway
Frances E. Willard, to be planted Clubs to entertain.
raise a laugh;
The
loss
of
membership
from
the
1
ed the season would be “the best in
Rockland in her something like 55
And yet we are forced to believe they would still be skeptical.
ln the Hospital garden.
Mrs. Lena Clough of Peoria, 111., years ago. Charles had been visit
five years on some species" of game
"And dark herbs scattered on th e Boor Rockland and Waldoboro Clubs was | Union F air ground was but a
Waft fragrance down the lane."
made up however by roaring dele- ishadow of its former glory Saturday won the professional class In the ing in Salem, and learning that the
and “the best in 10 years on others.”
Thus Mrs. Edward J. Hellier eatlons from
Skowhegan and the Midway having folded its te n ts1UIinols Liars' contest with a yam Polly was bound for Rockland
He said bears were never so plen
DANGER FROM FRIENDLY GUNS
spoke of Rockland's new M attie- | Waterville, an d these Lions cer- and moved to former quarters. Th;/ r i g h t out of her kitchen sh e said' shipped in her for th e voyage. The
tiful in recent years and that rab 
Ann Herb Shop, a special little ' talnly were
a
robust crowd threatening weather of the morning
The hunting season opened yesterday, and the man with
bits and birds were reported “in
I.
1
I make my own yeast. I t Is so Polly, he remembers from reading
a bunch of he men wear- probably kept away many hundreds
place to visit any afternoon.
the gun Is again loose ln the woods. He is there legitimately,
every cover."
powerful and rises so fast th at I a history of the craft was built in
Miss Jameson introduced th e j ing their pants with the hair who had intended seeing the fair
and he seeks good, honest, recreation. And he Is careful—or
Meanwhile, Stobie's department
keep an iron lid clamped on the Essex, and rigged as a brig, served
guest speaker. Miss Annie M. side in. These three groups with to a finish.
means to be. yet when the season Is over we find a recapitu
promised strict enforcement of laws
pan whenever I bake. One day as a privateer in the War of 1812.
Mina De Rose fell on the back
Rhodes, a local teacher and a stu - (16 Vinalhavenites and two guests
lation of fatal shootings which are sorrowful to contemplate.
regulating the shooting of waterwhen I was baking bread a car
dent for two weeks at Audubon N a- I made a total of 64 whereas plans stretch in the second race throwing
With the approach of the cold
Our advice to the hunter ts brief, but we believe it to be to the
fowl, particularly in the Merryran into the ditch in front of my
driver
Eddie
Morgan
and
then
run
ture
Camp
on
Hog
Island.
Miss
had
been
made
for
a
much
smaller
season and the stormy season we
point, where we ask you to be as careful for the other fellow
meeting Bay area where it was said,
Rhodes followed her diary in tell- | number and the preparations had ning away. Dr. Hanover made a house. I grabbed a pan of bread, begin to pay more attention to the
as you would”have him be careful for you.
“complaints of repeated violations''
put it under the car, unclamped
weathervanes and the thermometers.
ing
of her thrilling experiences ; to suffer 4n consequence. However bad break in the third race and
had been reported.
the lid and it lifted the car right
Lion
Don
Poole
was
sent
scurrying
threw
the
driver,
dashing
around
In what vane do you have the most
while
at
camp.
She
held
th
e
u
n

Legal prey for the nimrods are
out over th e waters of Roberts' the track several times before being out of the ditch.”
confidence? And in what ther
divided
attention
of
the
club
mem
bear, rabbits, gray squirrels, ducks,
DEATH INVADES SANCTUM
David Hippie of Elgin, 111., carried mometer?
bers for one hour, telling about the Harbor for another drag of lobsters stopped.
geese, woodcock and partridge.
The best payoff of the day was away the amateur medal when he
For the second time within comparatively short years our
fascinating and famous students. and things were finally fixed up
The bag limit was four each of
Turkeys will be cheap and plenti
ln
the fourth race when Peter Sim told how he had fed his hens sweet
so
that
everybody
got
a
taste.
esteemed
Waldo
County
contemporary,
the
Belfast
Journal,
Camp dress, walks, talks, boatrldes
squirrels, rabbits, partridge, wood
corn during a sugar shortage. The ful In the United States this year,
mons
paid
$72
40
to
place
Other
The
extra
large
crowd
also
neces
has
lost
an
editor.
This
time
It
is
Charles
9wan
Bickford,
who
—all
jaunts
ln
quest
of
nature's
cock. and geese and 10 ducks daily
sitated the use of two boats in large payoffs were on Harry Aleck eggs they produced were so sweet and there will be close to four
has been doing editorial work of a high calibre for that paper
best.
with deer being safe until Oct. 21
stead of one to navigate across who paid $37 to win. Lawful Lure he could bake cakes without sugar. pounds of the popular Thanksgiv
since
1928.
His
last
"30"
has
been
written
and
th
e
constituency
Carl
W.
Buckheister,
the
efficient
when they may be hunted In six
ing bird for every person in the
of an ably managed newspaper has lost a valued servant.
camp director, was the dominating Penobscot Bay. and the delay in paid $28 80 and Henley Etawah paid
counties.
$20.
getting
under
way
delayed
the
a
r
reason for the success of her sum 
Forty-eight million English sub country But unfortunately. It is
The summaries;
mer and no doubt the inspiration rival of the Lions in Vinalhaven.
jects will soon receive their war ra  not distributed in th a t manner.
for the big success Miss Rhodes was But finally the meeting got under
tion cards. There ts no reneging
Eighth Race
,
THE SEA WAR
One year ago: Otis Lewis, propri
way with King Lion L. B Dyer pre Killarney,
as a public speaker.
on the part of the Royal household.
etor
of "Trail's End." captured a 800(Herald
Tribunel
siding.
Later
the
meeting
was
Roland L. Woodbury. Republican
Lohnes
$3.10 $2.40 $2.40 —King George and Queen Elizabeth
pound tuna fish at Ash Point.—John
turned over to Zone Chairman O. Cash Buster, Morgan
As between Mr. Churchill's and Field Marshal Goering's
of Morrill, was nominated Saturday
3.70 2.80 will have exactly the same diet as
T. Lothrop, former janitor of the
accounts of the air and naval action in the North Sea on
V Drew who briefly outlined plans Colonel Crogan, Oendron
by Oov Barrows to succeed the late
3 00 their subjects.
Tuesday,
one
can
only
await
confirmatory
facts.
But
on
McLain building, died at the age of
for the coming meetings in the
Hiram O. Burgess of Belfast as
Time; 2.12%.
past records for veracity. It Is not Ooerlng one would be
82.
—(Helen Thorndike of Camdetl
Zone. Speakers during the evening
sheriff of Waldo County.
Inclined to believe Meanwhile, ln Mr. Churchill’s earlier
Pool, $440
So Rockland Is to have night foot was elected president of "The
Batteries
E
and
F
W
ill
Be
included
Past
District
Governors
Woodbury, a farmer by trade, was
statement on the submarine campaign, 'one has not only
Also ran: Henereitte Etawah, Pe ball! The experiment will be tried Maples," girls' dormitory at Univer
what would seem to be the ring of simple authenticity, but
runner-up to Burgess ln the p ri
Increased To 8 8 M en, John P. Fogarty of Skowhegan and dro Pagon, Evelyn Scott.
at Community Park the coming sity of Maine.—The Community
all the vigor, straightforwardness, modesty of promises but
mary election last year and has
George W. Dyer of Camden, District
Each
resolution—and
even
a
touch
of
humor—In
accomplishment
Saturday night when Skowhegan bowling League was formed with 12
Ninth
Rare
Deputy Governor William Niehoff
been endorsed by many people of
that again show Mr. Churchill the Incomparable war leader
High meets Don Mathesons' boys. teams entered —Charles S Decker,
Sonny
Meade,
Waldo County, the Governor said
Recruiting has started to raise the of Waterville. District Dovernor Arthat he is.
Keyes
$4.60 $2.30 $2.20 Day or night this game will be well 83. died in Thomaston —Rockland
The nomination will go before the
240th Regiment, Maine National thur L. Hinman of Portland, and
The manner and tone of the statement at once re-estab
Ampere. Tweedle
2.50 2 20 worth watching, and I look for a big High was defeated 13 to 12 by Wins
lished confidence where confidence was beginning to wane;
executive council after seven days,
Guard, to Its newly-authorized International Director Fred Gabbi
O. C. McGregor. Taylor
3.80 crowd on the sidelines.
the facts which he adduces would seem to show th a t actually
low High.
probably at a special meeting, Barof
Portland.
strength of 953 men. Under the
the
naval
war
Is
not
going
badly
for
G
reat
Britain
If
the
Also
ran:
Hanover,
Calumet
Bas
rows added.
The
remarks
of
International
DiPresident’s
limited
emergency
pro
British have In fact destroyed seven submarines ln the first
clamation. 346 men will be added to rector Gabbi concerning the present sett. Jean The G reat Time: 2.10%.
three weeks of war, they are surpassing their best records in
Pool. $578.
the latter years of the World War, when German losses rose to
the regiment's nine firing batteries war in Europe were followed with
an average of five or six a month. At that time, moreover, the
AN ANNOUNCEMENT
Tenth Rx-e
Headquarters Battery and the Medi- the closest attention by the assemGermans were keeping from 40 to 60 boats regularly at sea.
The distribution of over $33,000 by
During my absence from Oct. 4 to
$3 00 Out Out The Local D. A. R. Chapters
] cal Detachment. Only recruits who bled Lions. O thers features of the Sandy F , Lohnes
whereas
now
they
probably
have
no
more
than
25
or
so
operat
Oct. 25. Dr. Louis Benson will be at
New England Dairies to Its mem
evening were the singing and story | Charlotte B ., Carey
Out Out
can
qualify
physically
and
who
are
ing
against
British
commerce
at
one
time
The
proportionate
H ave Enjoyable Session
my office daily from 1 to 8 o'clock to
bers in the S tate of Maine began
Out
destruction would therefore be much higher, and this when
"single and have no dependents” will telling of Lion Evai'iste Laverdiere M and H, Jordan
accommodate patients.
A
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Saturday at its milk plants located
British
have
not
yet
had
time
to
create
anything
like
the
of
Waterville,
tail
twister
extraor
Also
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Jerry
Pickering.
be
accepted,
the
staff
announced.
DR. E. R. MOSS. Thomaston
elaborate equipment of mines, nets, decoy ships and other
at Oakland, Detroit, and Union. The
Time. 2.11%.
118-110
The 165 mm batteries. E of Rock dinary'. the dancing of Lion Benny
apparatus on which the Allies expended «o vast an effort ln
payment is the share of the mem
A
joint
meeting
of
Lady
Knox
Stone
of
Skowhegan,
the
violin
Pool,
$379.
land and F of Thomaston, will be
1917 and 1918.
and General Henry Knox Chapters, bers of this co-operative living in
recruited to 88 men from the 62 playing of Lion Saul PolisneT of
Mr. Churchill’s tabulation or sinkings would work out to
Eleventh Rare
D A.R. was held Monday afternoon the State of Maine who delivered
around 150.000 tons of British shipping ln the first month.
now enrolled, as will the a n ti-a ir Camden, and the singing and piano Billy. Bond
$11.20 Out Out
This Is roughly half the British losses In the (peak months early
ln the library at "Montpelier" in milk at these plants between Aug.
craft batteries, G of (Brunswick and playing sketch by Lion Eddie H ar Gay Dillon. Cameron
Out Out
In 1917 and only a quarter of total losses, neutral and Allied
I. 1937 and Ja n 16, 1939 in the
Thomaston.
rison.
"The
Irish
Hebrew
Imper
H of Bath, and the searchlight b at
Dick Hal, Jordan
Out
as well as (British, in the same period. During most of this
IN A
Mrs. Richard Elliot, past regent ' escrow milk fund recently released
sonator"
of
Waterville.
tery
I
of
South
Portland.
time, moreover, the Germans had only about 40 boats at sea;
Time, 2.08.
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of General Knox Chapter called by the Federal Courts, it is stated
A calm sea. a full moon and an al
on the other hand, the comparison is somewhat misleading
The Headquarters Battery's new
Pool. $378.
the meeting to order, introduced the by Dr E H Bancroft, president, of
together
perfect
evening
helped
>o
because In 1917 the Oermans were using unrestricted warfare,
strength will be 133 men, an Increase
Twelfth Rare
whereas they are operating on the milder basis of "cruiser
hostess of "Montpelier", Mrs. Anne Barre. Vt. The average payment of
send the seafaring Lions back to
S P O T ? j? W j\^
of
60.
and
12
men
will
be
added
to
warfare" and still appear to be showing some tenderness for
Henereitta Etawah.
Snow,
who extended a cordial wel the organization to all producers at
their
respective
homes
with
another
the medical Detachment. Headquar- I
neutrals. The sinkings today are certainly not negligible.
all plants for the period is 21.3c per
$2120 $6.20 $3.30 come to the chapters.
ters Battery includes the 40-plece haPPY €vent to store
th« a r” Lovell
But Mr. Churchill’s explanation of the unlucky series of
hundredweight of milk. Individual
Colonel
Cogan,
Oendron
8.20
3.30
Mrs.
Mabclle
Rose,
regent
of
Lady
regimental
band
chives
of
memory.
Before
leaving
chances which cost the destruction of the Courageous tend to
2.50 Knox Chapter, then introduced producer payments vary from a few
soften the blow which th at episode seemed to give to the con
No officers will be recruited, the wme of the vtaitin« Uons thoueht Killarney, Lohnes
voy system, while the fact that the curve of sinkings has gone
Also ran : Pagon Pedro, Kash- Mrs. Appleby. State Organizer of dollars to over $1300 received by one
so much of the caricature posters
staff announced.
drastically downward from the first days to th e present Is
buster, Evelyn 8cott.
children of the American Revolu large dairyman.
that
adorned
the
walls,
th
a
t
they
The 240th became the first of
the strongest reason for believing th at the submarine threat
Time,
2.12%.
Pool
$663
tion who spoke briefly of the suc
Maine's National Guard regiments took them home “ souvenirs, probwill not be. in fact, a lethal one once convoy and other arrange
cessful
work being carried on in
ments, are fully ln operation.
to receive the new automatic rifle abl>’ Prove
doubtln8 wives th at
Directly after evensong Friday
Thirteenth Rare
Mr. Churchill Is right not to make any assumptions, for
for training purposes, the staff said,
had actually been to Vinal- Gay Dillon, Cameron $4 00 Out Out this State.
night. 26 members of the Episcopal
beyond the submarine there remains the th rea t of air attack
Miss Margaret McElroy. State vice parish adjourned to the (Undercroft
Out
when the first Issue arrived Monday. haven. One thing that was a bit Dick Hal. Jordon
on convoys, docks and ports, and there are always surprises in
regent, was speaker of the after where a surprise anniversary party
too
bulky
to
move
however
was
the
Billy.
Bond
Out
war. But his speech puts the submarine campaign Itself ln
noon, having for her subject? “Ap- was given :Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon.
monument and tombstone erected
both a truer and more reassuring perspective—and as such Is
Time, 2.14. Pool, $467.
Buy Yourself rich—through clas and inscribed to a Vinalhaven Lion
proved Schools" and ‘ Opportunity Ice cream, made by Charles McIn
a model of democratic War leadership, giving an educated
No limp, no bobble, no wince,
Turf fans found plenty to inter-1 Farm .. H(,r ,a,k waf y?ry ,n U r.
sified offers.
public as much of the facts as possible In a way that adds to
who as chairm an of the attendance
no wsil—once your grateful feel
est them during the week and hold esting, disclosing activities at the tosh. and raxes donated by mem
a morale which does not need to be fed on mendacity and
committee should have been right
have stepped into Ennt Jetticks.
ers of certain Pari-Mutuel, tickets farm in N/w Gloucester and giving bers of the parish, were served dur
mysticism.
at his post of duty and on the job.
ing a social evening.
For careful fitting in comfort
went home in an excellent frame details of it's operation
He played hookey to the Union Fair
able shoes, choose Enna Jetticks.
of Maine, ln Portland, stated: T h e
of
mind.
in c o m E
The meeting was enjoyable and
however, and his fellow Lions
Joseph Farwell of Unity one of instructive and was adjourned upon [ The Indo-Malayan mantis insect
announcement of the inauguration
mourned his ahsence by erecting the
is shaped like a fiddle.
of the Bangor hospital is welcomed
GRADED tombstone w ith the following in Maine's leading devotees of the motion of the hostess.
Osteopath* G et Charter For with the heartiest approval of the
turf, was the starting judge and
Mrs Snow and an assisting com
scription:
received many congratulations up mittee served a delicious luncheon Y O U R F A V O R I T E P O E M
One— Camden Doctor a entire board of directors and the
HERE LIES THE BADY OF LION
GUY PEASLEE
on his excellent handling of the before the business session.
staff of our hospital. Every a'd
The Body Is Here But His Heart Is many events.
Director
if I had my life to live again I
In
Union
th at can possibly be given to the
would have made a rule to read t o n e
“He w ent to the Union Fair
poetry
and listen to some music at
Announcement th a t the Bangor physicians who have undertaken
All the beasts and the birds were
At its meeting tonight, Pleasant least once a week The loaa of tbaee
1939
there
this
progressive
step
will
be
ex
The
Knox-Lincoln
Kents
Hill
tastes
Is
a loaa of happiness—C h a rts*
Osteopathic Hospital has received
They opened their eyes — then
Valley Grange will give its Booster Darwin.
Oldsmobile Coupe
blinked ln surprise,
tended by us."
Club will have Its annual meeting
its charter, is about to purchase
program at 8 o'clock, all Grangers
At the Lion without any hair "
The officers and directors of the
Oct. 13 at Mid Town Cafe. Following
Heater, Defroster, Clock.
We Shall Meet— But We Shall
A SONG OF LIVING
and friends Invited. The entertain
land and building in Bangor, and new Bangor institution are presi
Miss Him
a steak supper. President Harry
Because I have loved life. I shall have
Small Mileage. Has had the
no sorrow to die
will open shortly after the first of dent, Dr. George F. Ncjel DoverFollowing is a list of the visitors Wilbur will preside at a business ment is being prepared by the
best of care
I have sent up mV gladness on wings,
as
deciphered by the handwriting meeting, when election of officers chaplain, Vallie MaoLaughlln who
'
Foxcroft;
vice
president,
Dr.
W
il
to be lost ln th e blue ot the sky
the year with 20 beds, an operating
and leaped with the rain.
expert of the Vinalhaven Club from will be held. Members are reminded promises a social evening and get- I haveI run
room, and a delivery room, gave liam E. Gifford, Bangor; treasurer
have taken the wind to my
together well worth one’s atten 
1938
Chevrolet
Sedan
breast.
the
Club
register.
He
remarked
that the annual dues will be pay
point to one of the addresses at the Dr. Roswell P. Bates, Orono; sec
dance. One of the features will be My cheek like a drowsy child to the
wryly th a t it looked as If some of able at this meeting.
face of the earth I have pressed
semi-annual meeting of the New retary and clerk, Dr. Alamanzar A
1937
D
odge
Coupe
a calling contest, another a game Because I have loved life, I shall have
the boy's m ust have been suffering
England Osteopathic Association at Bergeron Oldtown; Dr. Henry J
no sorrow to die.
enjoyed
by
youngsters,
but
this
time
I have kissed you n g Love on the lips.
Poland Spring. The speaker, Dr. Pettaplece, Camden, Dr. Edwin E.
1936 Ford Sedan D elivery from writer's cramp.
by
oldsters.
Once
each
year
the
I have heard his song to the end.
Camden—Dr. J. G. Hutchins,
Frank M. Vaughan, director of the Morse, Belfast, Dr. Lloyd W. Morey,
my hand like a seal tn
Orange and the Community hold I havethestruck
loyal hand of a friend
Howard
Apolionio,
O.
H.
Thomas,
Millinocket,
Dr.
Jack
R.
Georges,
1935 Chevrolet Coach
Massachusetts Osteopathic Hospital,
I
have
known
the
peace of heaven. th«
a party and welcome all tonight at
Dave Crockett, George W. Dyer.
comfort of work done well.
Boston and the osteopathic member East Millinocket, Dr. George C.
A
t
South
Thomaston
Pleasant
Valley.
Officers
are
urged
I
have
longed
for
death In the dark
1934 Chevrolet C oupe
William G. Williams, Henry Bald
of the State Board of Registration Gray. East Corinth, Dr. John L.
ness and risen alive out of hell.
to
be
present
and
ready
a
t
7.30
Rumble
Seat
Because I have loved life. I shall have
Grange Hall
win. Dr. Jam es Carswell. Clem
ln Medicine, urged the creation of Crowther, Milo.
America'« Smartett Walking
no sorrow to die.
sharp.
Smith, 'Leon O. Crockett, Albert
Over 150 members and guest phy
I give a share of m y aoul to the world
Short Go Placet Comfortably
additional osteopathic hospitals in
1933 Plym outh C ou pe
F
R
ID
A
Y
NIGHT
where
my course Is run.
Goodwin, F ran k (Hopkins, J . W.
I know that another shall finish the
New England, in order that osteo sicians were present at sessions of
From
8.30
to
12.00
task
I
ust leave undone.
A CHOICE OF MANY OTHERS Regnler, Bill Packard, Sherwood
The Buffalo Museum of Science I know that mno
pathic patients may be assured of the Association. In charge of the
flower, no flint waa
Music By
Armstrong,
Saul
Polisner.
program
was
(Dr.
Myron
G.
Ladd,
In
vein
on
I trod.
the services of their own physicians
is exhibiting modem stylish hats As one looks on thea path
face through a
Waterville—William H. Niehoff,
DANNYPATT
Portland; arrangements, Dr. Albert
when hospitalization is indicated.
window through life I have
and primitive headgear to compare
AND HIS ORCHESTRA
looked on God.
Louis B artlett, A. M. Story, G. F.
Dr. Granville C. Shibles of West H. Chittenden, Auburn, assisted ty
Because I have loved life, I shall have
DOOR
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431 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
the
arts
and
artifacts
of
the
world’s
Loebs,
H
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D.
Sahagion,
James
Dr.
C.
B.
Robbins,
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and
Dr.
no sorrow to die.
i
brook (formerly of Rockport) di
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O’Keefe OTDonnell, J. H. Plerse,
- Amelia Josephine Bure
rector of the Osteopathic Hospital Eldred B. Wales, Winthrop,

The Hunting Season

The Fair Is Over

New Waldo Sheriff

Recruiting For C. A . C.

A Joint Meeting

CHANG E TO
EASY G O IN G

& nna.Q d& hl.

A Bangor Hospital

’5 to‘6

croups

foateoak

u:;m c/w s

FREE DANCE

McLAlN
SHOE STORE

To Dairy Members

Every-Otber-Day
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school. His track teiun was runnerup for county honors. He went from
Machias to Milbridge where he re
Former Rockland Coach mained for two years.
Goes T o U . O f M. W ith a After leaving Milbridge, Sezak
went to W ashington State Normal
Fine Reputation
School and then to Rockland High,
i At Rockland, the football team
An Orono correspondent had the
claimed the eastern Maine chamfollowing to say about Sam Sezak ! pionship and was runner-up for
whose appointment at University g ^ e honors. He coached baseball
of Maine was announced In The and in 1936 brought the school its
Courier-Gazette last week.
first pennant in six years. Since
Sam Sezak of Fairhaven. M ass. that time he has been at Fairhaveu,
named assistant faculty manager of Mass., where he had been very suc
athletics at the University of Maine cessful.
is a graduate of this school, has been
He has attended coaching schools
a successful high school coach for at Northeastern, Brown and Boston
several years and probably will as College. He has been in cliarge of
sist with the freshman teams here. boys' camps in Maine for several
Sezak was graduated from Maine Jsummers. He is married and has
in 1931 from the college of educa- i one
tion. As an undergraduate he p a r
ticipated In baseball, basketball and
Approximately 300 pieces of rub
football. In * h e latter sport he ber in one form or another are used
' played center. He was a member in the average new car.
, of Phi Kappa Phi, an honorary fra' ternity, was president of the Maine
Christian Association, charim an of
I the Junior Week Committee and
! coach of basketball in the in tra
WATER PIPES RENEWED
mural league.
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
1 Sezak attended public school in
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Wellesley, Mass., and was graduated
PLUGGED
from high school there in 1926. He
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS
went to Hebron for a year and then
AND CEMENT WORK >
| came to Maine. After his gradua
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
tion from this school he went to
Machias High School as a teacher
TEL 1187-R, ROCKLAND, ME.
and coach and produced the finest
'football team In the history of the

About Sara Sezak

Warriors on Rockland High

HOLLYWOOD

Some trust in chariots and some
In horses; but we will remember
th e name of Jehovah our God.
Psalm 20: 7.

STAR LITES

By Chuck Cochard
Hollywood—(Exclusive) — Movie!goers throughout the world have a
,
. .
real treat in store for them during
I
the next few months when Hollywood studios will release to theaters
every where the finest group of pic-

school a few feet from the MOM
studios ’ here today she is a topnotch star . . . G re ta Garbo's first
role was at the age of 16 m th e
g we(iish film "The Atonement of
Gosta Berling", which won a Nobel
prize. Miss Garbo has just finished
"Nlnotchka"
with Melvyn Douglas,
tures in the history of the cinema
which should be one of the finest
capital.
attractions of the coming season
David Selznick's ‘G one With the
Wind" co-starring Clark Gable and if the reception given it a t the
Viviln Letg7heads~ihe'long’ list"'oflsn<,ak Prevlew nleans anythin*'

School And College
Rockland Students W ho
H ave Gone Elsewhere For
Advanced Education
The Courier-Gazette today pre
sents a partial list of Rockland
students who are attending insti
tutions of higher education. This
paper will be indebted to any read- I
er who may be able to add other
Rockland names. The list:
University of Maine—Barbara I
Orff, Eleanor Look, Betty McAlary,
Frederick Perry, G rant Davis,
Charles Duff. Clarence Peterson.
Paul Horeyseck. Meredith Dondis,
Richard Karl, Gordon Thompson.
Bowdoin—Harold Dondis, Elmer
S. Bird.
Bates—Doris Borgerson, Marion
Ludwick, Dorothy Frost. James
Pellicane, Wilbur Connon. Robert
P. Harmon.
Colby—Ruth Thomas. Gordon
Richardson. James East, Hester
Hatch.
Gorham Normal School—Maizie
Joy. Fem e Brown. Mary Dodge.
Shirley Stanley, Gwendolyn Mac
Donald. Edward Law. Richard
Marsh, Laroy Brown.
Westbrook Junior College—Charleen Ramsdell, Madeline Philbrick.
Alice Baum.
Vale University—G erald Bever
age.
E. W. Wiggins Airways Flight
School i East Boston Airport) —
Ralph Cowan.
Harvard University—Hervey Al
len.
Farmington Normal School —
Nancy Snow. Barbara Derry.
Stoneleigh
College — Priscilla
Lovejoy.
K ents Hill School—Edward Peas-

W

future "must sees." MGM brings
Oreta Garbo back to the screen in
Buy Ycurself rich through clas"N lnotchka' with Melvyn Douglas, sified offers.
From the same studio will come a n - ----------------------------------- * “
'o th er picture th a t already has the
Let Us Clean That Felt
entire MOM lot talking. It's "Babes
in Arms" co-featuring Mickey
Rooney and Judy Garland Nelson
Eddy and Ilona Massey have a real
' attraction In "Balalaika". And the
| screen's two-time Academy winner.
Spencer Tracy will sta r in “N orth
west Passage. ' and all-color film
in which he will be aided by Robert
MAKE IT LOOK LIKE NEW!
Young.
50c
"Drums Along the Mohawk" costarring Henry Fonda and Claudette
PHIL SULIDES
Oppc-ili- Strand Theatre
Colbert will be one of 30th Century- i
KO( KLAM), ME.
Fox s finest. It will be in color and

will have plenty of action. From
the same studio will come "Holly
wood Cavalcade.” which features
Don Ameche and Alice Faye and
Joe Pietroski. left end of Rockland High
Frank Spinney, left tackle of Rockland High
traces the history of motion pic
tures from 1913 to th e advent of
derson.
"talkies" in 1929. In addition, there
Columbia Medical School—Free
will be “Swanee River,” a story
m an F. Brown, Jr., Lawrence
of the life of Stephen Foster, which
But W as In a Scoring Posi A ll Quiet O n th e W estern stars Don Ameche. Andrea Leeds,
Crane.
Lafayette College—Jo h n Huke.
tion Four Tim es— Night
Front Seen In the U ncen and A1 Jolson.
University of Chicago—Edward
RKO Radio's gift to theater au 
sored Version
G am e Saturday
Storer.
diences will be Charles Laughton in
Columbia University—G ardner L.
Madison High School, known in
W ith Europe in the thick of an- "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
Brown
advance to be a hard team to beat, other titanic war. "All Quiet On the and R^vmond Massey in "Abe Lin- ,
Sm ith College—Janet Keene.
' coin in Illinois." Paramount will
,r ..
n
Nasson College—Barbara Griffin was victorious over Rockland High Western Front.' recognized as th e, give all-time
favorite Ronald OolSchool In the Somerset County town greatest war film ever made, has man in “T he Light T hat Failed "
TAKE YOUR CHOICE
Saturday afternoon, scoring 11 first been released In its original uncen- and Mary M artin and Allan Jones J
lee.
downs to Rockland's seven. But one sored version for th e first time
In "Victor Herbert'
The history making film winner of
Norwich University—Richard El- How You Can Express Yourself On
Two all-color feature length carNeutrality - A W estern Union touchdown was made by the home
lingwood.
five international award . will open toons will make their debut. W alt
Idea
team however.
Castine Normal School — Mar
Oct 5 and 6 at the Waldo Theatre Disney's “Pinocchio" and P ara
— ;
MacDonald scored it In the third with many dram atic scenes th at mount's Gulliver s Travels "
garet McMillan. Marlon Harvey.
______
___
The floocl 01 ,e e Bram s on neu period after taking a lateral from could not be shown during Its ongMargaret
Rogers
The above list following on the
Johns Hopkins University—Rob- trality reaching the Capitol since Brygnt
pla>.
15 yartb inal release
heels of “The Wizard of Oz." “The
the special session of Congress
Trvth. shining through al! cen Women." “Stanley and Livingstone,"
ert Allen.
and term inated a steady march up
Westminster Seminary. Philadel- | started a week ago has reached such
sorship efforts, distinguishes the “The Rains Carrie," and "Beau
phla—Charles Ellis.
proportions that one telegraph , the field featured by a 2o-\ard run picturlzation
of
Erich
Maria Oeste" leaves even the most critical
Queens Hospital Training School J company has distributed ready-! of MacDonalds. Perry kicked the Remarques world famous novel
without enough praise for the men
Portland—Sylvia Webster, Lorraine made messages to help senders who extra point. The Madison team latForeign countries, sensitive to behind the great motion picture in
Rlch.
don't know just how to word them. erajetj frequently and with great anything which m ight reflect on dustry at a time when good en ter
Knox County School of Nursing— The company—the W estern Union success
their victories, or defeats on t'ne tainm ent is needed in a troubled
Virginia (Richards.
i —rem ains neutral, however. I t off- In the first period McConchie re field of battle, have hitherto cast world.
TUfts Dental College — Bernard ers three messages for repeal of covered a Madison fumble in mid- a hal.ing hand on producers in
Thompson.
the arms embargo and three against field and Chaples and Glover carried Hollywood. Even though opposed
T h at celebrated trio of “The Aw
Dartmouth College—William An- and the customer takes his choice. the ball to the 5-yard line. An off to weakening the dram atic appeal ful Truth"—Irene Dunne. Cary
Company officials say the sole pur
side penalty and lack of a strong of th e ir «lories, the picture makers Grant, and Ralph Bellamy—will re
pose is to help senders, and there is
passing attack prevented a Rock were nevertheless obedient to the turn to the screen together in what
no bargain rate as in th e case of
foreign protests. B ut today, recog looks to be another hilarious comedy
land score in this stanza.
birthdays and holidays.
The Madison team which had a nized as an international medium tentatively titled "His Girl Friday"
Following is the text of the antiline averaging 180 pounds from for the spread of good will, the mo a story of the fourth estate . . .
repeal telegrams:
tackle to tackle proved strong offen t-on piclvre and partlculs-ly “All W arner Bros, feeling the need for
"Hope you vote against any sively and defensively, but the plav Quiet is presented as is.
comedies during these critical times
change id the neutrality act."
Restoration of th e censored scenes have purchased the screen rights to
in the second period was about even
"Repeal of arms embargo unwise.
ample rc-editing an d moierniza- the famous "Tugboat Annk" stories.
Stephen.
Fear it will draw us into war. Hope
These stories are to be filmed as
Madison came back strong in tion of the film, accompl’shed by
you will vote against any change in (he third penod. and
ap . Universal experts only last week a series with Alan Hale in the male
present act."
peared to lapse from the heads-up have resulted in the new production lead. No feminine name has been
People who favor the RooseveltR had
playlng Hqw {he of a film which will strike as deep selected.
• • • •
Hull-Pittman-Bloom proposals mayhome team made its score has al ly into the tit-arts of men. women
take their pick of one of these ready been told.
Applauding Rosalind Russell lor
and children everywhere, as did the
"pro" messages:
Rockland was in scoring position original "All Quiet" almost a decade performance in a tailor-made role
"Arms embargo unfair, should be
three times in the last period, while ago in '.lie opinion of those who al- in "The Women"—it was one of
ready have viewed the reissue.
the best of the year . . . David Selzrepealed, and cash-carry sales per- Madlson threaWned only once
mitted. Hope you will vote accord- ,
The fii:r is not so much as indict nick for actually coming through
Defensively “Wink." McConchie.
ment of any one country as it is a with a great picture in “Gone W ith
tngly"
Page and Elmer Small did well. The
“Strongly for repeal of arms em
denunciation of certain systems of the Wind" . . . Miriam Hopkins for
ball carrying of Chaples and Glover j
bargo and for cash-carry sales lo
government. As a moving, eti/rir-g her fine performance in "The Old
was a feature and Mazzeo did some
a ll?
clever blocking. Charles Call, the dramatization th a t shows t'a-j hoi- Maid" . . . The Technicolor com
“Hope you will vote to amend 120-pound center, displayed cour ror, 'he paUios and the grim fcumc- pany for supplying the motion pic
of war as it is waged in modern ture business with the finest color
present neutrality act."
age and ability in handling his posYes . . . and look at these new
times, "All Quiet On the Western we ve ever seen.
The Postal Telegraph Company,
tion.
• • • •
formations in fall hats . . . as while not making up any telegram.-,
Front has its place in the public
The summary:
Myrna
Loy.
currently starring in
.
i
consciousness
today.
clever a set of style signals us In advance, reports a brisk neu M idhon
Rockland , _____
/
"The
Rains
Came"
with Tyrone |
trality
business
of
1.000
telegrams
The
famous
characters
of
the
ever won a ball game or covered a
Bearor. re ........... le. Winchenbach
book, played to perfection by men Power and George Brent, once
a day. When Senatorial debate
Adams, r t ........................It. Spinney
bald spot.
starts and a vote Is likely, the "boil- Richards rg
..... ,g McConcWt> and women who v e top stars today, taught dancing in a small dramatic
-----—— —
come to life in startlin g realism now ■ —
ing point” will be reached, officials
Men who hadn't the slightest idea
Serencha, c ........................... c. Call
and
others
in
the
picture
seem
to
th
at
another
war
is
raging
in
Europe
say.
of taking care of their heads until
Perry, l g .......................... rg. Mazzeo
Lew Ayres, who rose to stardom in be charcters in the world of 1939White, It .......................... rt. Small
about the time the turkey loses
“All Quiet" w ith his inspired por- 40 now th a t half of the Continent
Zein, a protein-like substance
Butler, le .......................re, Huntley
his. are buying on sight.
'.rayal of "Paul Baummer"; Slim once again has answered the call
from which artificial silk is now be
Ferguson, q b ...................... qb. Dore
Summerville, who plays "Tjaden to arm s—adv?
ing spun, is made from corn meal.
All you need is the time and you'll
Bryant, lhb . ............. lhb. Chaples
Zeln filaments can be twisted into
Mac Donald, r h b ............rhb. Glover
find a place for one.
yam s from which many kinds of
Hagopian. fb .................... fb, Small
textile fabrics can be woven. The
Delightful colors th a t will linger
Madison substitutes. Houle. Gould,
artificial silk made from corn can
in your memory like an 80 yard
Carrington. Otis, Kenney. Ferguson,
be dyed to any color desired.
Labun. Fletcher. Allen Billings and
run.
Robichaud.
Rockland substitutes, Pietroski,
Mallory Fall Hats
j Ellis and Page.
Q e n u in e C t i t j r a v e d
; Score by periods:
$ 5 .0 0
Madison ................... 0 0 7 0—7
W ilson Fall Hat
Rockland ................. 0 0 0 0 - 0
At The Lowest Prices In HUtorrl
Touchdowns, MacDonald Point,
,
$ 4 .0 0
Visiting Cards
Perry.
,0 0 panelsd cards, choice of 4
Officials: Referee, Cutts; umpire.
eizes and 30 styles of engraving,
D anw ay Fall Hat
Hinds; headlinesman, Gay. Periods
PLATE INCLUDED, on ly — $1.65
four 12's.
$ 2 .9 5

Rockland Drops Game

IUMM

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

At The Waldo

a s f
i(R
■

AS

AUTUM N

w

SERVE THOSE SMART INVIGORATING MEALS
OCTOBER 2 - 7

RED S A L M O N

FANCY
SOCKEYE

W H IT E H O U S E C O F F E E

ECONOMY
PACKAGE

HERSHEVS C O C O A

■

COCOM ALT

.

.

^ 1 3 t

P H IL L IP 'S T O M A T O E S

S& 419c

.

3

W aterbuck Fall Hat
$ 1 .9 5
This last is the best knockabout
bat in America

CREGORYS
416 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL. 294

W edding Announcements
or Invitations

O n white or Ivory stock—wed
d in g or plate finish. Inside and
cutside envelopes, an d PLATE IN
CLUDED ________________ $8.9$

Social Stationery
Special styles for m en and women.
A choice of lovely colors, mono
gram s and styles of engraving,
PLATE INCLUDED_____________
$2.25, 83.95 and up.

Business Stationery
500 business cards or Hammermill
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
CLUDED, o n l y ___________ 57.9$

The Courier-Gazette

Does Not Protect Inventor
The phrases “patent applied for” i
and “patent pending” stamped on [
manufactured articles do not pro
tect an inventor. The phrases are
intended merely as notices to the
public that application for a patent
has been filed. The law makes no
provision for the use of these terms.
In the eyes of the law they afford
no protection to the inventor, ex
cept so far as they may be a means
of establishing a claim of priority
in ease of litigation in respect to
the patent. The right to exclude
others from making, using and sell
ing a device does not exist until a |
patent has been granted.

M IL K

NATION-WIDE
SEALECT EVAPORATED

■

PKG

21c

TALL
CANS

25c

■ ■

19c
19c

7

/G R A M M A ^
with viiAMwt a
ria
/ » , p . 9 n a i - w i t » *» m »
ID
Q aicium. m osM caut u * 111
ANO IRON CONTINTt Rjkf nW
a

NO
CAN

FANCY

PEANUT CAKES
KARMV O D O IU M c n t a i o with
M U ltO V S CMOCOLATI

Q4

R A D IO SALE
THE MARJORIE MILLS HOUR SPEOALS

FR IEN D 'S B E A N S .........................2
W HEATENA

, . . •

•

PRUDENCE cbu>d H A S H

•

■

.

.

GOOD LUCK LFMON PIE FILLING .

.

cans

25«

.

pkg 2

.

can

.

2

Fro. 1,30 to 2,00 P .M ., OVER WCSH, PORTLAND

D U N H A M 'S

R A P -IN -W A X

B R IA R PIPES
BORAX

CO LLATERA L L O A N S

BORAXO

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

19c

LISTEN M O N D A Y , WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY .n d FRIDAY

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

Established 1868. Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
27Stf

3c

kgs 1 9 c

. 2

“ " d*d; S t

19c

WAXED PAPER
BLUE WRIST
HEAVY

ASSORTED

2

ROLLS

1 5c

2

PAIRS

25C
1

*

a

EACH

o

a

LB PKG

a

CAN

FIRST M O R TG A G E LO A N S

SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

c

25c

9O Z
JARS

/iiiaiCNia

COTTON GLOVES

WANTED

PKGS

K E L L O G G S A L L -B R A N

N A T IO N -W ID E ™
MUSTARD

SALAD!
TE A

.

BLACK
PEPPER

their heads together

STATIONERY

LARGE
CAN

2 ? ° nI 2 3

STO K ELVS PEACHES

R

1 LB
CAN

23c
17c
41c

BIRD'S G O L D E N W A X BEANS

THREE C R O W

'V

23<

TALL
CAN

■

Football folks got

F u ll o f F la v o r

ta u n e /

/

SO MULE TEAM e

a

MADE BY SO MULE TEAM

N A T IO N - W ID E

SERVICE

17c
1 5€

G ROCERS
/
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TALK OF THE TOWN

George Robishaw is employed as
Miss Harriet Rankin is clerking at
M. E. Wotton & Son's dry goods
usher at the Strand Theatre.
store.
Louis A. Hanley 4s having two
Rockland Lodge of Masons to
weeks’ vacation from the Perry
night will have work in the F. C.
Market.
degree. Visitors welcome.
Past Master's night at Aurora
Belated blossoms from a Rockville
Lodge tomorrow night. Turkey sup
crabapple tree were brought to this
per.
office yesterday by Oladys Tolman.
Charles Cuthbertson and family
Beach Inn at Lincolnville Beach
are visiting Mr. Cuthbertson's for
closes Oct. 31. Fed nearly 20,000
mer home in Amherst. N. S.
patrons this season.
The Miriam) supper circle willl
The World's Series begins tomor
hold a silver link social Thursday
afternoo.n at the home of Mrs. row when Cincinnati plays the New
York Yankees in New York. The
Blanche Fales, James street.
broadcast will begin a t 1.30.
Skowhegan High defeated Hallo
Blue Bonnet Troop 3 of Girl
well High 26 to 0 Saturday which
shows Skowhegan and Rockland Scouts have voted to have com
munity service for their main
High apparently well matched.
project this year.

P a g e Three

From Miss Havener

Sixteen Teams

By Parent Members

Freshman Daddies

Com es Interesting New3 A Reception W ill Be Ten- Are Invited T o the State
Concerning National Fed
dered Teachers O f the
University Campus Sat
eration Of M usic Clubs
Local Schools
urday, Oct. 14

Com m unity Bowlers Make
Ready T o H eave ’Em
D ow n the A lleys

Helen Huvener, Publicity Direc
At a meeting last night in the
Teachers in the Rockland schools
Mothers and fathers of University
IN THE ri'B U C LIBRARY
tor National Federation of Music will be tendered a reception in the of Maine Freshmen this year are
tower room, plans for Community
Clubs sends this interesting news Congregational
bowling league season were made.
Church
vestry again being invited to the program
(BY ELEANOR H. WETHERBEE)
Librarian
of the National Federation of Music Tuesday night, Oct. 10, at 8 o'clock, of Freshman Parents' Day at the
Th schedule will begin Oct. 17,
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8 30 p. m.
S tate University campus Oct. 14.
Clubs from Norfolk, Va:
by the parent members of the P ar
matches being held Tuesday, Wed
The program. Introduced with suc
Book
Notes
"The mapping out of an 18- ent-Teacher association.
nesday, Thursday and Friday night
cess two years ago, will provide an
The books we think we ought to months' program to insure greater
Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan is chair
Among the rules voted upon were:
opportunity for parents of first-year
read are poky, dull and dry;
recognition of music as a moral man of tnc- committee of arrange
boys and girls to spend the day a t
T hat the league be complete with
The books th a t we would like to force during the current world con ments. Mrs. Cowan, a t a meeting
the campus and observe the daily
16 teams, namely. Armour's, Elks, read we are ashamed to buy;
flict will occupy th e attention of of the committee held Monday
life of the University.
The books that people talk about 100 or more outstanding amateur night, announces th a t features of
Feyler's, Faculty, Good Oulf, Hard
The program will feature regular
ing's Wonders, Kiwanis, Lions, Mid We never can recall;
and professional musicians and pa tile reception will be an entertain
events of the college life including
And
the
books
th
at
people
give
us,
Town Cafe. Old Timers, Post Of lice,
trons of music gatherings in Balt m ent arranged by Mrs. Keryn ap
the mlltary drill, class room and
Oh, they're the best of all.—Caro Lake City Oct 4 to 7 for the annual Rice and Mrs. Lydia Storer; re
Perry's, Rice Co, Rover Boys,
laboratory work, a freshman foot
lyn Wells.
Snow's Shipyard and Texacos.
meeting of the Board of Directors freshments ln charge of Mrs Oliver ball game, a noon meal ln the regu
The First Baptist Church holds
Why not come to the library and of the National Federation of Music W. Holden, games of various kinds
T hat there be one league, with the
its annual meeting Wednesday night.
lar dining halls, and an opportunity
first six teams in the final stand borrow one of our latest books? Clubs, State and District Presidents and a general Introduction of par to see the varsity football game
Supper at 6.30.
Ralph M. Cowan, son of Mr. and
Anderson Auxiliary meets to ing taking part in the play-off for Listed below are several books and National Committee Chairmen. ents and teachers.
against New Hampshire without
Mrs. Horatio W. Cowan, has en
which are universal in popularity.
Mrs. Vincent Hilles Ober of this
Those to be heard in the enter charge. In the evening an Inex
Dr. and Mrs. Edward W. Peaslee
morrow night. Mrs. Marguerite the championship.
tered
the
E.
W.
Wiggins
Airways
city, who today made public some tainm ent will be the Knox County pensive, informal suptjer will be
Fiction
are attending the annual meeting
Johnson is chairman of the 6 T hat the alleys be reserved for
league members at 7 o'clock on
"The Arrogant History of White of th e details of the program for Men's Chorus, under the direction served a t which members of th e
of the New England Dental Society Flight School at the East Boston o'clock supper.
nights of scheduled matches.
Ben," by Clemence Dane. A fan the four-day meeting, will preside. of Sophocles T. Constantine; Danny Freshman Class will provide enter
being held at the Forsyth Dental Airport.
T h at the captain or manager of tastic, allegorical story of a scare
“Elected last May a t the 21st Bi P att, accordionist: Mrs. Lillian Gay tainment. A brief speaking proPossession of 26 short lobsters cost
Infirmary in Boston.
J. G. G ath has returned to South
Howard Clark of Clark Island each team form the boar 1 of direc crow who became dictator of Eng ennial Convention in Baltimore for Joyce, soloist and Mrs. Storer, so gra Including President Arthur A.
Hope after a visit in Philadelphia.
$139 30 in Municipal Court yester tors, nine members making the land and destroyed everything a term which will conclude with the loist. Mrs. Donald Cummings will Hauck. Director of Admissions,
Opportunity Class will meet at
He attended the recent Nova-Galenquorum. This board will decide all based on human reason.
Biennial Convention scheduled for be In charge of decorations.
day.
the home of Mrs. Mildred Havener
Percy Crane and others, will bring
to prize fight, and was not especially
issues.
Los Angeles in the Spring of 1941,
Invitations are being sent to every the day to a close at an early hour.
North Main street Thursday night.
"Mr.
Emmanuel,”
by
Louis
Gold
Impressed with its merits.
Cream puffs were thought to be
T hat no bowler may bowl three ing. A fine sensitive story about these directors, who are leaders ln teacher ln the city. Prcs-d.-nr John
The election of officers will take
responsible
for several cases of pto
place.
Frances McAlary has entered the
A djutant Thomas W. Scaver is a t maine poisoning reported yesterday successive strings, oniy in case of the German-Jewlsh problem. Mr. musical projects in every State in M. Pomeroy urges th a t parents a t
emergency. The two teams con Emmanuel is a character from Mr. the United States, will concentrate tend this opening meeting ol the employ of the Beaver Valley W ater
tending a meeting of New England
primarily upon these fields; crea season, as it will be an excellent Co. in Pennsylvania.
cerned have the privilege of decid Golding's "Magnolia St.''
Through the co-operation of the Salvation Army officers in Worces by two families.
ing this.
tion of additional opportunities for opportunity for parents to meet the
Highway Commission there is to be ter, Mass. Commander Alexander
"Captain
Horatio
Hornblower,"
Richard H. Britt has gone to
T hat the season will end with a by Cecil Scott Forester. An omni American musical curriculum in teachers of their children.
The Rockland 8ociety for the
installed a t the junction of North Damon of New York will preside Hartford, Conn., where he has a
banquet.
Those present a t the meeting held Hard of IHearing will hold the first
Maili and Maverick streets a flash over the sessions.
bus volume which includes Beat to local school systems, and in colleges
position as draftsman in the office
T hat each team have seven men. Quarters, Ship of the Line, and Fly and universities; and th e provision at the home of Mr. a n l Mrs. Ccwar. meeting of the season at 2.30 T hurs
ing beacon. The S tate has desig
of the Hartford Water Co.
five regulars and two alternates—no ing Colors, all of which are histor of instruments and instruction by last night were Mr. and Mrs. Don day afternoon a t their club room on
nated Maverick street as a through
An Episcopal Convention of Wom
which the talent of under-privileged ald Cummings, Mrs. Storer, Mrs. Main street. Anyone Interested in
ical sea tales.
way and directs th a t a stop sign en’s Auxiliaries was recently held in
Mrs. Belle Frost and Mrs. Ger more, no less
• • • •
shall mark where North Main en Belfast, Mrs. Keryn ap Rice and trude Boody went Monday to Vinal'Ownley Inn,’ by Joseph C. and young musicians may be preserved Holden, Mrs. John F. Burgess, Mrs. this splendid work is welcome.
Captains who have not yet turned Freeman Lincoln.
and developed.
Ralph A. Smith, Mr. anti Mrs. Ar
ters Maverick street. The signs Mrs. O. IB. Hyland being delegates haven, where Mrs. Boody inspected
in
a complete list of their team
“Pledged for some years to support th u r F. Lamb, Mrs. Rice, Mr. and
There are 13 birds which hvae as
will be erected as soon as they arrive from this city. They were accom Marguerite Chapter, O E S ., in her
"Watch for the Dawn," by Stuart
S tate Traffic Engineer. Ralph H. panied by (Miss Nettie Clark and capacity as district deputy grand members are urged to do so by S at Cloete. The story of the hopeless a bill for the creation of a Depart Mrs. Cowan and Raphael Sherman. their specific name, “Carolina,” or
urday.
its derivatives. The specific name
Sawyer, stresses the importance of Rev. E. O. Kenyon.
struggle of the free Boers against ment of Fine Arts with a Secretary
m atron.
Among the bowlers already placed
There are 40 miles of bicycle of the "chuck-wlU's-widow" is a n th e stop sign where North Main
English domination 20 years before , in th e Cabinet of the President, or
Miss Mertie McCray of Belfast
trostotnus carollnensis.
Arts and Crafts Society met last are Steve Willis, Langdon Crockett. the great trek that was so well des a Federal Bureau of Music in the paths in Chicago.
enters, as it is a veTy blind inter
section. If this fails to handle the charged Herbert Gerry of Camden night with instruction on stuffed, Kenneth Mills. John Wyllie, Frank cribed in the author's "The Turn- ! Department of Education th direc
tors will listen to the report of the
situation there will also be installed with assult and battery upon her at toys and a demonstration of small McKinney, F. C. Gatcombe, Fred ing Wheels.”
CT~K .K.T
Legislation Chairman. Mrs. Guy P.
a traffic signal which would r e - , Union Fair, but did not appear sewing bags. The next meeting will Blackman on Snow's; Harold JackLight 14c tion
quire the motorists to come to a ' against him in the local court yes be Monday night at the What-Not son, Wes Ryder, Ray Flagg, Frank
G
annett
of
Portland,
Maine,
and
“Charley Manning." by Elizabeth ;
stop for 20 or 30 seconds. The terday and he was released after Shop and will feature special sug Thomas, Oeorge Beck. Curtis Brown Corbett is a portrait of a man about determine the basis upon which
and Bob Waterman with Armour's; town.
th eir legislative program will be
volume of traffic does not require paying $10 and costs for intoxica gestions for Christmas gifts.
Chet Mason, Fred Walker, Charles
tion.
“Our Ernie," by Alice Hegan Rice. | carried on during th e current year;
such a signal at present.
Somewhat of a novelty Is the Ronco, Robert Gardner, Charles
“The Steadfast Light,” Elizabeth whether they will press for the en
The
annual
Maine
Kennel
Club
thriving
sweet potato plant Ed Dean Cargill and Gordon Bowser with Stancy Payne.
actm ent of one of the various bills
Public beano Friday night. Grand
covering
this m atter which are now
Army hall; free special and door Show will be held in the Exposition Is displaying. He got th e seed in Rice; George Gay, Fred Howard,
Non Fiction
prize. Auspices Edwin Libby Relief Building, Portland, Oct. 14. Three Texas, and planted it last May, and Lucien Greene, Ray Duff, Roy
“America in Midpassage," by before Congress or introduce a bill
of their own.
Corps.—adv.
118-lt thousand premium lists have been he Is quite certain there are some Perry, Russell Stewart and Frank Charles Austin Beard.
mailed to potential exhibitors, and small potatoes nestled in the dirt G ardner for the Old Timers; Basil
“Inside Asia," by John Gunther, > “Other Department heads who
it is expected that this will prove i under the vines.
Stinson, Harold Marshall. Ken Le- author of “Inside Europe.”
will have an im portant voice in pro
the largest dog show ever held in
gage, Eddie Post, Eddie Sukcforth
“Not Peace But A Sword," by Vin- ' ceedings will be Mrs. W. Carruth
C. Vey Holman is confined to his and Vance Norton on Perry s; Dick
Maine.
cent Sheehan. A recapitulation of Jones of Baton Rouge, Louisiana,
home at Ingraham Hill recovering Perry, Wimp Chatto, Ted Perry,
the past year's events in Europe; Chairman of the Department of
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
The Womans' Society of St. from injuries sustained when ne
Dard Rackliff, Oerald McPhee and by a correspondent who saw history American music; Dr. H. Augustine
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
Peters Church will serve public sup was struck by an automobile a few Ralph Dudley on Post Office; Ralpll
made in Oermany
Smith of Boston, C hairm an of the
per next Saturday in the U nder-| days ago. He was cu t badly about Clarke. Herbert Black. Roy Hobbs. I stovaWa and 6pain
IMPORTANT NOTICE
Department of Church Music; Mrs.
croft. Miss Margaret Buttomer is the face, on the top of his head, and Clarence Carr and Maurice Hard- I ..Wind Sand and S ta rs.. by An.
Beginning Oct- 1. general show
George W. Langford of Ann Arbor,
time-* will be as follows: Mati
chairm an with Mrs. Mary Dinsmore his hands were badly bruised but he ing
nees—weekdays 2.30. Sunday 3 00.
on
Harding's
Wonders: toine de Saint
w . Mich., Chairman of the Department
and Miss Helen Ingerson as helpers. I escaped fractures or sprains
Evenings at 8 o'clock Eastern
John Karl. Cobb Peterson. Charles cal essays on fUgl, u and fHers. cQn. of Education; Mrs. W aiter A. Knerr
Standard Time.
The menu will feature beans, ham,
Kindly watch programs’ careMerritt, Sam Glover. Art Flanagan. taining the elem€nU of fln aut0. of Norristown, Pa., chairm an of the
Beloin's tea room on th e outskirts
fullv. since if the occasion war
salads, hot rolls and cake.
Bill Karl and Grover, the Rover biography 0, the
avlator. Publicity Department; Mrs. D. C.
rants there will be iwo evening
of Camden will remain open until
shows for certain Hints, but this
Boya
• 32-Piece Sets
author who has flown the mail over Lea of Hattiesburg, Mississippi,
temporary' change will be clearly
The Women's Association of the cold weather and as long as patron
W alter Chaples, Roy Mitchell the Sahara, and across the Pata- Chairman of the Extension Depart
advertised.
Congregational Church will hold its age warrants. The first season of
• Five P atterns to Choose From
Roy Mank, John McLoon and Ber: I gonlan Arg€ntlne.
ment; and Mrs. Jo h n Alexander
first meeting of the season Wednes this popular establishment has been
TUESDAY ONLY, OCT. 3
McLoon for the Texacos; Carl
• First Quality, Brand New
Jardine of Fargo, North Dakota,
Biography
day afternoon a t 3 o'clock, in the a success. The Beloin's are resi
Benefit Performance
Christoffersen, George Sleeper, Joe
p
ast
president
and
Chairman
of
"Days
of
our
Years,"
by
Pierre
'
vestry. The hospitality committee dents of Connecticut but the past
The Waldoboro Post of the
Beaulieu, Gil Soule, and Al Whitney Van Passen. The life story of the Finance.
will serve tea, and Rev. Corwin season has sold Maine to them.
American Legion presents
for Mid-Town Cafe; Sherwood Wil one-time European roving corres
“A topic which promises to evoke
Olds will speak briefly. Members
JEAN ARTHUR, GARY COOPER
Sumner P. Mills, who studied law liams, Randall Marsr.all, Charles pondent of the New York Evening much discussion is w hat shall be
are urged to attend to help make
in Rockland and later was State McIntosh. Ken Roes. Aust'n Brewer. World. Born in Holland, with a th e trend in view of the present
plans for tthe year.
“MR. DEED S
Senator from Hancock County, was Fred Black on the Elks; Al McCarty, stem Calvinistic background, the international situation, of the work
—----GOES T O T O W N ”
The Kiwanis Club last night elec in th e city yesterday on business, Joe Topping, Jim Flanagan and author became a theological stu- of the Committee for Music in In 
Two evening performances for
ted
these officers: President, John and was a caller a t The Courier- Mike Arlco for the high school fac- dent, served in the World War. and ternational Relations. In previous
this Legion showing—7 and 9
Pomeroy; first vice president, Ar Gazette office. He has resided for ulty. Feylers’, Lions, Oood Oulf lor the last four>en y w s has years this committee, through ex
th u r Robinson; second vice presi some years in Farmington, and his and Kiwanis are yet to be heard served as correspondent in France, change broadcasts, has popularized
WEDNESDAY ONLY. OCT.
dent. Donald Cummings; directors, son, Peter, was a member of the from.
Germany. Morocco, Syria, Palestine, American music abroad and brought
LEW AYRES
There will be scorers for the Ethiopia, and Spain. His book re fine music from other countries to
Richard Bird. Howe Glover, Law- , last Legislature.
LIONEL PARRYMORE
matches, following the successful flects the main political events of th e United States.
With radio
rence Miller, Francis Orne. Arthur
Miss Virginia Pease of Wiscasset practice of last year. They have those years.
time largely usurped a t present with
Lamb. Albert McCarty and Edwin
“CALLING »
has been appointed as one of the not yet been named.
Scarlott.
“Soaring Wings," by George P al the broadcasting of war news some '
D R . K ILDA RE”
two student proctors for the com
mer Putman. A biographical tribute alteration may have to be made in
Mrs. Anne Snow will speak on ing year in The Maples and North
to the late flyer. Amelia Earhart, by this program which Mrs. Helen [
THURS.-FRI.. OCT- 5-6
"Our Nation's Attitude in the Pres Hall, women's dormitories at the
Harrison Mills of Peoria, Illinois,
her husband.
At last Uncensored by war or
en t Crisis" when Educational Club University of Maine. Miss Pease,
directs.
_____________________________
"Country
Lawyer,”
by
Bellamy
military authorities
meets Friday. Capt. Keryn ap whose mother was the former Grace
“Although a strenuous business j
The following Ten Demandments Part,r ldge' The story of a career, in
“ALL Q U IET ON THE
Rice will speak on "Peacemaking In Crosby at Rockland Highlanls, has
the form of a son's account of his schedule had been planned for the
Europe" and Dr. C. B. Popplestone been an active figure In under came many years ago from Western fath e rs 50 years’ law practice in a four days, there will be a numerous
W ESTER N FR O N T”
T W E N T Y PIECE S E T S
with
on "The War." Drive reports, with graduate affairs. She was treasurer Canada. It had been hanging in a small New York town.
social Interludes. These will include
RED
B LU E GREEN YELLOW
discussed
salmon
canneries
factory.
LEW AYRES, LOUIS WOLHEIM
Mrs. Ida Simmons as chairman, of the Sophomore Eagles, an honor
Did you know that Clemence tea at the Governor's Mansion, visits
1.
Don't
lie,
it
wastes
my
time
'
and SLIM SUMMERVILLE
ary group. She has been a member
are due.
Dane was born Winifred Ashton? to the Mormon Tabernacle, a pres
for three years of both the Stu and yours. I am sure to catch you Before she changed her name she entation of the oratorio Elijah, by
Earle Conant has been transferred dents Arts Club and the Y.W.CA., in the end and th at's bad.
2. Watch your work and not the W“ S“ ^
iV! ly?
° f Prcnch th e Salt Lake Tabernacle Choir and
to Lancaster, N. H., by the Granden serving on the cabinet of the latter
at
a
girl's
school
in
Geneva,
a stu  a talented local cast, a concert at
Milling Co.
organization last year. She has clock. A long day's work m ikes a dent a t the Slade School of Art, a the Music D epartment of the Uni
DA NCING
been prominent in school Journal long day short; and a short days prominent portrait painter in Dres versity, of Utah, a luncheon at the
The water company is laying a. ism serving on The Maine Campus work makes my face long.
Every W ed.
University, and a banquet at the
6-inch main up Thomaston street for two years both as a writer and
3. Give me more than I expect, den and a governess in an frish
Hotel Utah.
Various groups will
feudal
castle.
AT
as far as Lovejoy street.
as a commentator on the radio and I will give you more than you
also be entertained a t dinne^ a t
G len Cove
broadcasts. She was an assistant expect. I can afford to increase
Major John W. Pogler. 95, of private homes.
BORN
editor
of The Prism, annual publi your pay if you increase my profits. Skowhegan, well known in Knox
Music By
“A committee headed by Mrs.
Harding—At Warren, Sept 28. to Mr
4. You owe so much to yourself,
cation, last year. She has partici
Frank Johnson, president of the
and Mrs Orrin Harding, a daughter
County,
has
received
notification
DANNY PATT
pated in the Women's Porum and you cannot afford to owe anybody th a t the Commander-in-chief of U tah Federation, with Mrs. Vera
MARRIED
was a member of the Junior Class else. Keep out of debt, or keep out the Grand Army of the Republic, Frey Beason as local chairman Is
And H is Orchestra
Toner-Moore—At Portland. Sept 12. Executive Committee last year, and of my shops
DOOR PRIZE
5. Dishonesty is never an acci-! Springfield' IU” has aPP°lnWd hlm in charge of arrangements.”
Charles M Toner, formerly of Rockland
is treasurer of her sorority, Alpha
and Miss Athalte Moore of Pittsfield
97Ttf
Representatives from Rockland
Taylor-Mclntyre—At Camden. Sept
dent. Good men like good women, as his Chief of Staff. Major Fog'.cr
will be Mrs. F aith Berry, State
30. by Rev Weston P Holman. Clifford Omicron Pi.
never
see
temptation
when
they
seTved
ln
the
Civil
War
as
a
private
M Taylor of Camden, and Miss Char
mee(. jt
| in the 14th Maine Infantry. During treasurer, Mrs. G race Strout, dis
lotte McIntyre of Lincolnville.
Rockland. Sept.
Woman’s Society of Universalist
6. Mind your own business, and ' the Spanish W ar' he was appointed trict director, and Mrs. Nettle Frost,
DR. EM ERY B. H O W A R D 26.Shuman-Church—At
by Rev Corwin H Olds, Hoyt E
Shum an of Bremen and Miss Marlon Church will hold a rummage sale, in time you'll have a business of bv President McKinley as paymaster State auditor
D e n tis t
Church of Rockland.
Saturday Oct. 7 at the church.
of volunteers, with the rank of
118-119 your own to mind.
X -R a y
G a s-O x y g e n
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
Major.
DIED
7. Don't do anything here which
Office Hours: 9.00 to 5.00
Staples—At Rockland. Oct. 2. William
hurts your self-respect. An employe
Kale Drivers and Thtough Buse,
407 MAIN S T , ROCKLAND, ME. A. Staples, aged 63 years. 6 months, 25
who is willing to steal for me is
Services at Pentecostal Taber .
to Boston w ithou t change. Serv
101-tf days
ice to All Points In the Coun
nacle Wednesday at 2 p. m. Interment
willing to steal from me.
try Via Associated Lines
In Achorn cemetery.
Sample Low F a m
8. I t is none of my business what I
IN MEMORIAM
you do at night, but if dissipation j
In loving memory of our mother.'
FOR FALL PLANTING
affects what you do the next day, i
, Prancena Whittier who passed away
One Way Round Trip
and you do half as much as I ’
Oct. 2. 1937.
BOSTON. MASS.,
$6.15
$3 40
100 P O U N D B A G S ............................................. $2.55
We miss her gentle presence
12.25
NEW YORK, N. Y..
6.80
demand, you Will last half as long
We m iss her sm ile so dear
20.00
WASHINGTON, D. C.,
11.10
5
0
P
O
U
N
D
B
A
G
S
................................................$
1
6
5
\ s h e Is gone but not forgotten
as you hoped.
/
3 Dally Trips At 8.00 A.M. 11.15 AM. 515 P.M.
By those who loved her here.
2
5
P
O
U
N
D
B
A
G
..................................................$1.20
9. Don't tell us what I ’d like to
(Additional Trip Sat and Sun. at 12.30 Midnlfht)
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Barbour and fam 
Am bulance Service
Tickets and Information at
hear, byt what I ought to hear. 1I
10 P O U N D B A G ........................................................ 45
ily.
•
M ORTICIANS
RAILROAD STATION
TEL.92 CHISHOLM BROS.
TEL. 374-M
Rockport.
don’t want a valet to my vanity but
CORNER
DRL'G
STORE
TEL. 378 HOTEL ROCKLAND
TEL. 580
CITY DELIVERY’
NARKAG.ANSETT
HOTEL
TEL.
340
THORNDIKE
HOTEL
TEL. 620
one for my dollars.
Am bulance Service
CARD OF THANKS
Headquarters for low cost all-expense Tours to the World’s Fair
R U SSELL
My sincere thanks and appreciation'
10. Don't kick if • I kick. If you
are extended Goodwill Grange, Ivy |
FU N ER A L H OM E
are worth while correcting you are
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
Chapter, Order ol the Eastern Star.
H A R D W A R E & SPO RTING G O O D S
Mystic Rebekah Lodge, friends and
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662 worth while keeping. I don't waste
neighbors
for
the
many
kindnesses
361-385 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
3
2
8
M
AIN STREET,
RO CK LA ND , ME.
ROCKLAND,
ME.
rendered me during my bereavement.
time cutting specks out of rotten |
M-tl
119-tf
Mrs Maynard O. Creamer
apples.
Warren.

Oct. 4—South W arren- Annual fall
fair at Goodwill Grange.
Oct 5~-Warren G uest night at Wo
m an's Club
Oct. 6—(3 to 8 30) Educational Club
picnic at Mrs. Leila Benner's. Camden
street.
Oct. 9 - Hope—"Booster Night” at
Hope Grange.
Oct. 10—Waldoboro—M eeting of Saga
dahoc-Lincoln County Teachers Con
vention.
Oct. 12—Columbus Day.
Oct. 19—Opening m eeting o f Baptist
Men's League
Oct. 20— "George and Dixie" at Com
m unity Building.
Oct 24—Camden—Garden Club meets
w ith Mrs W. E. Drown hostess.
Oct 26-27 Lewiston—S tate Teachers
Association convention.
Dec. 6—Rockport M ethodist Church
fair.

Seirtcr Crane Compan

j

A R E A L S A V IN G O N

D IS H E S

WALDO THEATRE

$ 2 .9 8

V IE R A

4

Ten Demandments

Special Price

B O N E

M E A L

ROCKLAND

BURPEES

H. H. CRIE & CO.

returned. Mr. Parsons is employed
at the B ath Iron Works. They are
at present w ith her parents, Mr.
f t ft f t ft
and Mrs. C. B. Stahl but later will
move to D am ariscotta where they
MRS. LOUISE MILLER
will make th e ir home,
Correspondent
f t ft ft ft
Everett W elt went Saturday to
Brookline, Mass . where he will visit
Tel. 21
his sister Mrs. George Brown.
Mrs. Nicholas De Patsy and Mrs
Mrs Jennie Benner has returned
to Kaler's Corner alter visiting two Robert H anrahan were Rockland
weeks with relatives in Thomaston. visitors Monday.
Miss Gertrude Newbert, Mrs. Jessie (W altz), wife of Lynn
Geneva Welt and Mr. and Mrs. Buckley of South Portland died
Bernard Welt and Mr. and Mrs. Sept. 28. She was born in this town
Bernard Newbert are visiting rela- daughter of Adolphus and Nellie
Waltz and attended the local high
tives in Flint. Mich.
Miss Marcia Blanev was in South a * 001 ^ e r a l services were held
Portland Saturday to attend the Saturday from her home in S outh
funeral services for Mrs. Je ssie . Por«»nd. B urial was in the R ural
cemetery in th is town.
(Waltz) Buckley.

WALDOBORO

Every-O tber-Day
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P ig e Four

WARREN
ft ft f t f t
ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft
Tel 49

Cornelius The Bull
No Relation T o “Ferdinand”
But Made Great Hit A t
U nion Fair

25 Y E A R S

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle
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A review from The Courier-Gaaette of happenings which interested
15
4
3
2
II
Rockland and vicinity during the corresponding period in 1314
••Cornelius the Bull." smart young
Jersey show animal, attached an 
ib
17
lb
Archle Little, trainer at the other blue ribbon to his fast growing
i
l
25
Carl A. Blacklngton opened a law , Former Deputy Marshall John
Georges River Kennels, attended
IT
20
19
collection when he roared his way to office ln Waterville.
! H. Williamson died at his home on
the recent New England Grouse
victory at Union Fair. Cornelius
2b
The fair sex was agog over the Chestnut street,
Trials in Shawsheen, Mass.., in
25
2.4
was
shown as the exhibit from Gay millinery openings.
1 The city almshouse had 14 occuwhich he ran one of his dogs.
31 31
i-7 2.&
T he F H. Whitney stone on M ain • pants,
1SU
George W. Walker, who observed Farm in Friendship where he is bestreet
was
sold
to
Louis
Rosenbloom.
I
Harris
P.
Smith
bought
the
S.
M
his 77th birthday recently was I ing proved.
Jb
Ji4 55
Fire a t the Court House, dis- Duncan house in Stanley lane
guest of honor at a family dinner
This sleep young sire which has
Miss Ruth Ourdy was engaged
party at The Lobster Pot, Friend- ! aroused so much favorable comment covered by clerk Coombs, homeward
4i
40
54
37
as critic teacher in the North I
ship. Present were, Mrs. Walker, : wherever shown, was bred by the fa- bound, did small damage.
North Knox Fair drew 10.000 o n ' Adams (Mass ) Normal School
Dr and Mrs. Fred G Campbell, mous Neil Bishop of Bowdoinham,
45 44
1 4b Mb 47
41
and daughter, Jean, and Miss M owner of a herd of registered Jer- the big day.
Anson B Cushman resigned as
!>0
Grace Walker
Mr Walker re- I seys fast becoming noted for uniThese births were recorded
FT"
Mrs Emma Bailey has returned
night clerk at the Narragansett.
ceived
many
nice
gifts.
I
form
high
production.
Warren. Aug 36. to Mr. and Mrs
T
E
N
A
N
T
S
J
4
A
R
B
O
R
5b 5/
from Central Maine General Hos
Mrs E. C. Payson was struck by William partridge, a daughter
ST"
55
Mr and Mrs. Frank D Rowe enThe masterful Cornelius has never
51 51 55 s
pital in Lewiston where she has
Mrs. Anna Wiley is a surgical p a  tertained at dinner Sunday Mr. and * on lfss than blue wherever shown. a fly ball at Oakland Park. Her
Vlnalhaven. Aug. 29. to Mr. and
been a patient.
5T
tient at Knox Hospital, her d augh Mrs Leon Rowe, and Mr and Mrs. ! Another Friendship winner was glasses were broken and her face Mrs. B K. Smith, a son.
bo bl
58
Ralph Lovell of Sanford was ter, Mrs. Jennie Hooper caring for
was cut.
Olive's
I
Hope
You’ll
Do,”
Fauvte
Vlnalhaven,
Aug.
28.
to
Mr.
and
John Ackerman of Ellsworth.
b5
weekend guest of his mother Mrs. her home during her absence.
o-f
Erwin K. Smith former secretarv Mrs. Fred d a y te r, a son.
u r
Eugene Partridge. Mr. and Mrs strain Jersey calf, winning third
John H. Lovell.
Stonington, Aug. 19. to Mr and
Virginia B arter motored here with Harland Wing and son Forrest of premium ln keen competition. This of the Rockland Y M CA. died sud
Mrs Maude Clark Gay and her
bZ
denly in Massachusetts.
bb
Mrs. John T. Treneer. a daughter— ,
| friends Saturday and visited her Lexington, Mass., were recent was also of Gay Farm.
daughter Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey of
Carl Robbins, a nephew of Mrs Edith Reynolds.
Owner of Gay Farm.
parents, returning the following guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Philadelphia
returned Saturday
Oliver Otis was drowned at P orts
Friendship. Oct. 2.
Stonington. Aug 16. to Mr. and
day.
VERTICAL (Cont)
Partridge.
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
from Manchester, Vt., where they
HORIZONTAL
mouth.
Mrs. Albert Williams, a daughter— 1
50- Metric land measure 14-Preposltion
Mrs.
Emma
Williams
who
was
Latest
pledge
to
the
new
school
1-C lusters
attended the New England ConThe Carverltes tied the Alderbush
Louise.
20-Dlne
51- Strike gently
6-Roof timoer
ference of the Federation of Wo- v*’hing her sister, Mrs Angie Os- building is $500 from the Telephone Simmons as class secretary to re champions.
22-The sun
| Rockland, Sept. 4, to Mr. and Mrs
54- Near by
7 <
11- Small streams
place Marie M arr who has left
men's Clubs
1bom ln Lewiston, was taken ill and Co
w *
24-Mother
55- Lyric poem
12Detest
William
T.
Fossett
of
Vlnalhaven
Pear,
M
T4bb<.t
u
a
d
au
g
h
terI
school.
A
committee
to
take
care
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Hilton e n - ' is under th e care of a physician,
26-Pinch
v |
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Starrett,
56- A t tie
15- A bearing (Her.)
was
appointed
trial
Justice.
j
Marguerite
Belle.
28At
any
time
of
a
social
for
a
later
date
was
ap
58-A
Hebrew
month
16To
the
sheltered
side
tertained Saturday night Mr. and
Thomas Melquist and family o f 1Mrs. Angeline Greenough, and
Mr. and Mrs P. McAuliffe d is-| Union sept. < t0 Mr and Mrs
29- Egyptlan river
17- Greck god of love 60-Fatigue
Mrs. Richard Ralph, Mr. and Mrs. New H am pshire were weekend I Sherman Simmons attended Sun- pointed thus: Chairman. Madeleine continued "The Kenmore" on Park c h a r> . McParIand. a K n .
30- lnsect
62-Prefix. Around
18The
Orient
day the dog field trials held in Haskell, Leona Jones and Christine
31- 1reland
Warren Colwell. Miss Barbara Ben- guests of relatives here.
53-Rcw
19Foot-like
organ
streetI Rockland, Sept. 11. to Mr and
32- Meat of a calf
the
Damariscotta Jones.
64- Above
20A
shade
tree
ner and Russell Hilton.
Miss Eva Torrey has been con- Bremen by
Two young boys who had re- Mrs
LaCrosse
35-Open (Poet.)
.aCrosse, aa son.
sophomores
have
bought
The
65A
short
jacket
21Ex.sts
Mrs Erwin Weiblen of Coopers fined to the house six weeks due to s Portsmen's Club
38-Toward the stern
peatedly broken Into cottages at I Thomaston
56-Man's name
Thomaston Sept
Sept. 5,
5, to
to Mr
Mr and 23- Princc Edward
Mr.
and
Mrs
Lewis
Burgess,
who
class
rings.
Mills visited Sunday with her an eye infection.
4O-Trappert
67-Cord
Chickawaukie Lake were appre Mrs. Clifford Pillsbury, a daughter,
Island (abbr.)
1have been guests of Mr. and Mrs
42- Leaves of a flower
mother. Mrs. Harold R. Smith.
24Small
rug
hended.
Loot
valued
at
$200
was
W an-e-set In n has closed for th e
Mrs. Annie M. Davis
i Lewiston, Sept 9. to Mr. and Mrs.
43- lnterjeetion
Sidney W. Vinal and George
25A
title
(Sp.)
Those attending the Lincoln-' season.
VERTICAL
Funeral services for Annie M„ taken from one of the cottages.
A cloth
Sumner E Austin, a daughter.
27-Council
of
state
'
Teague,
and
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stuart
Sagadahoc Council meeting of the
46- Before
Peter Nelson was aboard the ' Portland. Sept. 2. to Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Caroline McIntosh is b oard Burgess ln Belfast, returned Sun widow of Chandler Davis, were held
30-Trust
American Legion ln Damariscotta
47- Exist
1- A fruit (pi.)
33- Six
Friday at the home of her daughter, North Carolina at Falmouth, Ehg.
ing with Mrs. John Reid.
I Archie M Robbins, a daughter.
48- Vault over
day to North Weymouth, Mass.
2Covern
Sunday night were Mr. and Mrs
34Fish
cgqs
The plant of the Rockland ! Deer Isle. Aug. 27. to Mr and
Mrs, Maynard O Creamer, with
52- Entrance
Mrs Beatrice Henderson who was
3- Umts
A rehearsal of the degree staff of
36- A pastry
Oscar Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Flores
G
ranite
Co
.
was
sold
at
auction
to
T
O
a
m
Annls.
,
son
53- Window glass
Rev. W. S Stackhouse officiating.
4- Employ
37- Note in Cuido'a
Wellman Ralph Benner. Captain
at South Side, has re- Mystic Rebekah Lodge is called for
55-Crude metal
the Security Trust Company for j Spruce Head
g
Mr gnd
5- Shield
scale
’ Wednesday night in preparation for Burial was in Newcombe cemetery.
Ralph Pollard. A. D Gray and Wll- turned home for the winter,
5o-Combining form.
39-Cheriihed creature 6- Abide
$10,000.
Mrs
Eugene
Rackliffe.
a
daughter.
The
numerous
floral
pieces
bespoke
Briotlo
lidm H. Brooks Jr.
| Miss M argaret Pratt, a patient a t work Monday.
7- Enemy
41Egyptian
god
Miss
Lucy
Rhodes
resigned
from
vlnalhaven.
Sept
13,
to
Dr.
and
57-A metol
*
8- Snare
42Any
introductory
Mr and Mrs. John Teague visited the esteem and respect in which the school faculty and Miss Helen Mrs
Mrs. Wilbur Hilton is visiting her Knox Hospital, is gaining
Brown a Mn
59-Reverend (abbr.)
9- Otherwise
speech
Saturday with Mr. and Mrs F. M the deceased was held. The bear Dalzell was elected her successor
parents. Mr. and Mrs. William
61- Four
! Union
6 to Mr and Mrs
10-Co back
45-Res sts authority
ers were three members of Good
Decker ln Newcastle.
Brown in Woburn. Mass.
62- 8y
13-Equip
F R IE N D S H IP
Carl Cottrell was given a tryout Hennan Hoche g daughM,r
49-And yet
will
Grange,
of
which
Mrs.
Davis
Mr and Mrs. Ira Perry are a t 
Mr. and Mrs Harold David en ter
by
the
Worcester
team
in
the
New
(Answer To Previous Puzzle)
was a charter member—Nathan
Somerville, Mass Sept. — to Mr
tained Mr and Mrs. Warren Col
The Methodists Ladies Aid will tending the New York World's Fair
England League
Benner of Waldoboro and Jennie
and
Mrs.
Henry
P
Caddy,
a
son—
serve
a
public
harvest
supper
a
t
the
this
week.
John
Teague
is
taking
c
°P*Jan<L
Leslie
Cope.and.
Charles
well Sunday night.
Capt Sylvester Hall died a t his
prank
Laiscell of Thomaston.
Mr Perry's
Perry's place
place at
at the
the grain Cope.and of Sout Warren, an home on Union street aged 76.
Mr and Mrs. Louis M artin are vestry W ednesday from 5 30 to 7.30. Mr
William Lynch. Among those from
Rockport, Sept. 12. Mark B.
Deer
Isle.
Sept
17.
to
Mr
and
spending this week in Fort F air- Gertrude Oliver being the ch a ir- store
• • • •
Wadsworth of Camden and Thora
Mrs Lewis C. Ellis, a son.
Dr Judson P. Lord played a out of town attending were, George
field. They were accompanied as man.
Oakley C. Curtis. Democrat, was
Cook of Friendship and George
Rockland. Sept. 20. to Mr and E Ingraham of Simonton.
far as Prospect Harbor by Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. L. Prank M etcalf trombone solo Sunday morning at
elected
governor by a small margin
E Webber g
Carter
of
South
Waldoboro.
Rockland. Sept 15, Edward P.
Lydia Colwell and Miss Sandra of Wiscasset were guests Sunday cf the Congregational Church
but three of the four Congressmen ter_ Prl5cllla Elizabeth
Mrs
Davis
was
born
in
this
town.
Berry and Faith Webster OreenColwell who will visit relatives.
Mr. and M rs F L. Young
Mrs Newell Euglev was recent
May 22. 1860, daughter of Edward were Republicans Daniel J. McWaldoboro Sept 16, to Mr «nd halgh
Charles C. Lilly Post and Aux
Mrs. Isadore Hoflses and Mrs. 8ue?t of Mrs. Lila Burrill in Union,.
A
and Mary iVannah) Spear. Be- Glllicuddy was chosen in th e Sec Mrs Guy Waltz, a son.
Warren. Sept. 12, Hermon A Hutilary. A. L„ met Monday night. A Nellie W allace called on Mr. and
®™est Achom Sr. has been ill.
ond District. The Democrats elecRockland. Sept 20, to Mr and chins of Edgecomb and Mrs Angie
_ recently.
Mr and Mrs George Hahn of «tdM
a memb€r of Ooodwm
clam stew supper was served.
Mrs _____
Sidney_____
Carter
ted all of their county candidates Mrs David H. Hodgkins, a daugh- L. Payson of Warren
Alfred Ellis, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. William S herriff Waldoboro were visitors Saturday at
The lift follows:
Ivy
Chapter,
O
.E
S
,
and
Mystic
j Camden. Sept 15, Arnold L eigh-,
Otis Ellis and a member of the 5th who spent a vacation with Capt. Mr. and Mrs Newell Eugley's.
Senator—Gilford B B utler of
Rebekah Lodge.
Deer Isle, Sept. 8. to Mr. and ton of Boston and Miss Myra
Infantry, United States Army who and Mrs. Melvin Lawry, have reMr. and Mrs John Teague were
She is survived by one brother, South Thomaston.
Mrs Guy L. Cleveland, a daughter. Achorn of Camden
has been stationed at Fort Williams turned to Quincy. Mass.
guests Sunday of Mr and Mrs.
County Attorney — Henry L.
Davis
A Spear of California, one
Washington. Sept 25. to Mr and
Rockpo t. Sept 15, Ernest A ton of Chicago and occupied by Den
is at home on a three-day furlough
Mrs. Blanche Wallace h as re- Everett Shuman in North Waldoson Edward; one daughter. Mrs. M. Wlthee Rockport
Mrs.
Sidney
A.
Humes,
a
son.
’
W
entworth and Miss Nana E Tur- nis Eaton, was burned at Stonington.
before leaving for the Panam a turned from a visit with her b ro th er boro.
O Creamer: two grandchildren, I HegUter <* P robate-H enry H
• • • •
ner.
Canal Zone where he will be sta- je&se Simmons of Lewiston.
Members of the cast of "BeanMyron W entworth of Rockland
Payson. Hope.
The marriages for this period
Hyde Park. Mass.. Sept. 14, Ed- was elected president of the Young
tkmed.
Mr a n d Mrs Paul W otton of town Choir,” the Christian En- two nieces, and a nephew in CaliRegister of Deeds—Edwin O. were:
ward P True of Readvllle. Mass , II family at Oakland Park.
Mr and Mrs. Herbert NeWbegin, Lynn. Mass., passed the weekend deavor play, will meet at 7 o'clock fornia
Heald. Rockland.
Rockland. Aug 22. Clarence E and M ss Laura K Darling of Hyde
daughter. Constance and son. Rich- with Mrs. Wotton's mother
' tonight a t Town hall for rehearsal
Labor Day was celebrated at Vl
Sheriff—J. Crosby Hobbs. Cam
Pendleton of Camden and Augusta Farit
ard were weekend guests of relatives
E A ST APPLETON
nalhaven with 72 cutters and 50
Lloyd 'Wellington and G lendon
The Woman's Mission Circle will
den
L. Bridges of Rockland
j W inter Harbor Sept 19, Edward quarrymen In line. Over $400 was
in Brookline, Mass.
Simmons of Warren were weekend meet Wednesday afternoon at the
County Commissioner—A rthur B.
Mrs.
Ivan
Mink
recently
called
Rockland.
Aug.
28.
Maurice
P
S. Rich of Rockland and Alice R. raised by popular subscription.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Parsons who visitors a t th e home of their g ran d - I Montgomery rooms for work. PicPackard. Rockport.
Butler of Rockland and Fannie M Roberts of W inter Harbor
have been residing in Boston have mother, Mrs. Jane Murphy.
Jnic supper will be served at 6 on her daughter. Mrs. Carleton
W. M. Hoffses of Portland was
County Treasurer — Edward D.
Rcrkland. Sept 23. Herman Zinn elected president of the Hoffses
Miller of Newport. Vt.
Mrs. Nellie Brazier of D an v ers.' o'clock. Subject for the mid-week Gushee. Mrs Gushee recently spent Carleton. Thomaston.
a day with Polly Gushee
Rockport. Aug. 31. Samuel Davis. and Sadie Green
Mass., spent the weekend a t h er prayer meeting service at the Bap
Family which met on the historic
Representative to Legislature —
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Oushee and
Vlnalhaven. Sept. 27. Ezra F. Fallee farm in N orth Cushing.
Jr., and Lizzie M. Robbins both of
tist Church will be 'Front Door
Martin's P oint cottage.
Asa
P
St,
Clair.
Rockland
Forrest
son Larry' and Mrs. Grace Brawn
Ober of North Jay and Miss Helena
St George.
Rev. a n d Mrs. Percy Clifford, Christians."
Edajund Coffin resigned as keeper
G. Currier. Camden. Jam es A. Lewis,
Camden. Aug 29, Charles W. B. Andrews of Vinalhaven.
A covered dish supper will be attended a recent miscellaneous, N orth Haven; Joshua T . McCorafter several days' visit w ith th eir
I of Indian Island (Light.
Edith Allen was elected president
son and daughter-in-law, have re- served Friday a t 6 to members of shower given for Mrs. Gushee's rison. Appleton: Sherman T. Jam e Jones of New York and Miss (Persie
Mrs. Annie Buchanan. 76. died in
of the Junior Epworth League in Camden.
L. Morrison of Oamden
turned to Ogunquit.
Ivy Chapter. O.E.S Members not sister Mrs. William Carter.
son.
Friendship;
Charles
S.
Watts.
Miss Lois Meservey recently |
Washington. Aug. 26. Charles H. Thomaston
Mr. an d Mrs. J. R. Simmons and ! solicited will furnish sweets. Mrs
South Thomaston.
called
on
her
sister
Mrs.
Floyd
Howard Grey, an officer of the
Savage
and Miss Sadie Cunning
Mrs Dorothy Carter were Rockland W. H. Robinson and Miss Frances
• • • •
G E O R G E S R IV E R R O A D
Gushee.
S tate Prison, died suddenly.
visitors recently.
Spear are in charge. At the meet- j
Supreme Court was in session, ham.
Mrs. Polly Gushee and Mr. and
Mrs. Lillian May Palmeter of
Rockland. Sept. 1, Lody A. Cross
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Faubel ing at 7.30, the degree will be ex
Associate Justice Arno W. King of
The annual Harvest Festival ln
Criehaven died ln a local hospital.
M rs Carleton Oushee were Rockldin^ Jo h n D M
and Miss Georgia M. Shuman
of New York have returned home emplified.
the Finnish Church will be held
land visitors recently.
Jesse L. Gushee died in Appleton.
Rockland. Sept. 1, Oeorge M
after spending a vacation a t the
of Rockland was foreman of the
Thursday at 7 o'clock. All friends
Mrs. Mary' Myer returned S atur
Lawrence Gushee of Philadel
A house owned by John B. Knowl
Friese,
Jr.
of
Rahway,
N.
J.,
and
day
to
New
York
City
after
being
*
Young apartm ents on Bradford's
G rand Jury and Marshal A. Ripley
are asked to take farm products
phia was recent guest at Roland
Point.
of Matmicus were foreman at the Miss Mildred S Simmons of Rock
which will be sold for the benefit of
guest two weeks of Mr. and Mrs
Gushee's.
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Sim m ons of W A. Creamer
Traverse Jury.
the church. Women are asked to
Charles Salo was given a sur
Thomaston. S ept 7. Byron G.
Warren were weekend guests of Mr.
The Happy-go-Luckies 4-H Cllub
donate cakes to be served with cof
Freeman Young was up from Maprise birthday party anniversary.
and Mrs. Sidney Carter.
fee. All are welcome.
will meet tonight at the intermedi
ttn k u s telling that mackerel had Hahn of Boston and Miss Alice A.
Eighty-five persons were present.
Healey of Thomaston
W alter Higgins and brother ate school room to re-organize for
“struck lij".
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee. Mr.
Charlie Higgins of Malden. Mass., the coming season.
T he Chamber of Commerce was Oamden, Sept 3. Ernest W Mar
U N IO N
I and Mrs Floyd Oushee and Donald
shall and M argaret Annls.
Sewall Vaughan was weekend
negotiating for a shoe factory.
Your name and address printed spent th e weekend with Mr. and
The
State
Bureau of Health is
Hall were visitors Moanday in Rock
Oamden, Aug. 31, Fay E. Frost
Harold F Roberts of Stamford.
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs
on envelopes and paper or mono Mrs. R ufus Condon.
! holding a Child Health Conference
land.
and
Clara
Burgess.
Mrs. Evelyn Snow who recently P. D. S tarrett.
gram on sheets, address on en
Conn., bought the Post farm at
i ln Union at the Methodist vestry
Mrs. Frances Robbins' sister
velopes. Black, Blue, Green or visited Mrs. Fred L. Young a t B rad 
Rockland, Sept 8. Carl E O Bricn
Owls Head.
Word has been received that
on Thursday from 2 to 4 p. m. All
Evelyn is visiting her for a week
Brown ink.
and
Miss
Edythe
Clarke.
ford P oint has returned to T hom  Malcolm Sm ith, 13-year-old son of
Capt. L«ewis Simmons bought the
children under school age are in
Vlnalhaven.
Sept.
8.
Oeorge
A
aston.
H. S. Hobbs house on High street.
Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Smith in Ver
AUTOCRAT
vited
to attend. A local physician
Lsidor Alperln returned to this Lawry and Miss O race Holbrook
sailles, Conn., sustained fractures
I will be present to examine the
DECK LE EDGE
Hurricane
Island.
Sept.
9.
John
city from Hartford to be associated
of both arm s in a recent fall from
W E ST ROCKPORT
children.
W hite Vellum
V IN A L H A V E N AND
w ith his brother Henry ln the fruit E. Keegan of Wilsonville. Conn.,
a swing.
Square flap envelopes and folded
and
Miss
Mary
D.
Shields
of
H
ur
The local boys' and girls' 4-H
business.
Mr and Mrs. Albert S. Edmunds
RO CK LAND
sheets
Clubs will hold their local contest of Munroe passed the weekend at
Capt. A. Anderson, formerly of ricane Island.
60 sheets 494x7%
ST E A M B O A T CO.
Portsmouth, N. H., Sept. 8. Vivian
at
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G
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tonight
a
t
7.30.
th
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of
Mr.
and
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Drew
and Miss Beulah Colson, both
All
friends
and
relatives
are
invited.
a master's interest in the schooner
$1.35 postpaid
Norwood.
of Vinalhaven.
Rev. H. I. Holt of Rockport spoke
Marjorie A. Spencer.
Mrs. Lewis Doane of Brewer who
you can afford Qeniunc, S o c ia lly C o rre d
Service To:
Sunday a t the church. T h ere was attended the Pythian convention
Jennie (Price) wife of Tobias Rockland. Sept 9. Howard E
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
also a large delegation from the IFriday, was guest over night of Mrs.
Smalley died a t her home on Broad Berry of Portland and Ethel Clif
ington, Isle Au Haut, Swan’s
ton of Rockland.
Rockport church with visitors from Mabel Mills.
way aged 58 years.
Island and Frenchboro
Rockland. Sept. 10. Percy J. PlnRockland and Portland.
Miss Mary Hull resigned as eighth
Miss Freda Moody, who is board
A t t h e L o w e s t P ric e s
ette of Millinocket and Winnifred
The Mission Circle will hold an all ing at the home of Mr. and Mrs
grade teacher.
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A
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of
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of Mrs. M artha Clark in Camden.
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8
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7
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a
17-inning
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while attending the Ballard Busi
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Mr. an d Mrs. J. F. Heal, Mrs. ness College in Rockland, was a
a t Oakland Park. Weymouth and French and L oretta S Poland.
100 Paneled cards, choice of 4 sizes and 30
Brewer. Sept. 9, Herbert DrinkRead Down
Read Up Fuller were the respective pitchers.
Emma Leach, Mrs. M. J. Oxton, Mrs. weekend visitor at Mr. and Mrs.
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place printing.
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through
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Mrs. Avilla Gordon who has been tyre are doing N.Y.A. work this
strumentality the float was made
$1.15 postpaid
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visiting relatives in this vicinity, has year.
possible.
PLATE.
returned to Minneapolis.
The students enjoyed a sing F ri
Mkss Faith Greenhalgh resigned
M e r c h a n t ’s
Mrs. Perley Merrifield h as re  day morning under the direction
as organist of First B aptist Church.
turned from Summit, N. J., and of the teachers and Vella Barrett,
Miss Grace Follett succeeded her.
S h o w W in d o w s
while visiting there attended the with Verna Robinson a t the piano.
Manley W. H art an d Ohdrles The Morning AfterTeking
New
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World’s
Fair
an
d
other
The
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a
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M
erritt
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A MAID CALLED MILLS

School Time

WHEN THE TEACHERS MET

Page Five

Colin Tinker has sold his power
boat and lobster gear to Capt Fill
more Turner.
Mae A. Bridges and Rosamond
Robbins of Stonington are visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner Bridges.
Calvin Stanley, William Sprague
and Milton Sprague spent Wednes
day in Stonington.
Mrs. Addic Staples of Atlantic
was guest Thursday of her sister,
Mrs. Austin Sadler.
The Ladies Aid met Thursday at
the parsonage. A quilting was en 
joyed.
The house owned by the late
Ralph Robbins is being torn down.
Mr. and Mrs Alden Stanley spent
Sunday with their daughter, M rs.! Recent statistics indicate th a t
Fred Thomas in Southwest Harbor. more automobile drivers are arrest
Rev. Elton Timberlake and son ed for misuse of horns in Paris than
Mahlon of Biddeford are spending for disregarding traffic signals.

College students will pay more Whom Y ou W ill Take T o Your Heart W hen She Talks
! th a n $158,000,000 for instructional
About H ousehold Matters
fees this year at more th an 1500 colI leges and universities. One-half of
Mrs. George W. Vinal and sister
BROADCAST BY MARJORIE MILLS
these students will attend public in
Miss Lucy Lane entertained Friday
(Monday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday at 1.30 p. m. over Stations
stitutions, and one-half private
WNAC, Boston; WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WTIC, Hartford;
at dinner Mrs. H. W. Fifleld, Mrs.
schools.
WICC, Bridgeport; WEAN, Providence; and WLBZ, Bangor).
Irving Fifield, Mrs. Eugene Hail.
Approximately
110,000 faculty
Mrs. Edith Vinal and Mrs. E L.
members carry on this great work
The other day we urged you to and for the recipes . . . “The Vege
Olidden.
in the United States alone.
buy
a few new cook books this fall table Cook Book" at $1.75.
The Four A’s, met Friday with
We count these as wonderful days
for inspiration and fun in feeding
Working girls who keep house all
Mrs. Frank Winslow.
for American youth who can go to
bless
Hazel Young for her book,
the
family;
we
told
you
the
one
you
college in these United States and |
Mrs. Louise A. Wareham has re
started housekeeping with might be "The Working Girl Must Eat." It’s
not
to
war.
Many
will
work
their
j
sumed teaching at Rochester Busi
way through the college course, as out-dated as your trousseau. Now very practical and brides like it too
ness Institute.
come the letters asking for recom for planned menus and "Just-howwholly or partially, and they usually
Mrs. Eric Johanson and son. Eric
bring away the greatest store of , mendations among the new books. lt's-done" directions.
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
We suggest you browse through
We're shouting from the house
knowledge.
Lawson, returned Thursday to Cam
them all at the book stores but here tops for Irma Mazza's new book,
We
feel
because
of
this
dreadful
bridge, Mass
war, students in this country will be are our favorites,- not necessariy in "Herbs For The Kitchen" because
Mrs. Charlotte MacDonald went
more earnest than ever in gaining the order of preference but hit or it's a good recipe book on herb
Thursday to Portland where her
miss.
cookery (arrived at last), because
from this abundant educational ex
daughter Lorraine is receiving trea t
It's chatty and human and fun to
We
like
"Good
Food
and
How
To
perience the very best th at can be.
ment at the Ear and Eye Infirmary.
read and because it's likely to Jog
Cook
It"
by
Phyllis
Kraft
Newell,
New
courses
in
world
affairs
have
Installation of officers of Ocean
most of us out of our complacent
selling
at
$2
50.
We
like
"The
Joy
been added in many of the colleges.
Bound Rebekah Lodge will take
belief that we know about all there
of
Cooking"
by
Irm
a
S.
Rombauer,
Tills
is
a
time
when
everyone
needs
|
place Oct. 10. D.DP Doris Hyler
is to know about cooking and sea- J
at
the
same
price.
"America's
Cook
to understand and appreciate me
and her m arshal of Rockland are
soning
and what we're prone to call
Book."
published
by
the
New
York
diums of communication, and cur
Installing officers. Supper will be
ricular Journalistic activities are in Herald Tribune is a ponderous tome, "out-landish" foreign dishes.
served a t 6
Now you see, there's no excuse
troduced in many colleges and even full of inspiration and that costs
DeValols Commandry. K T meets
for not owning at least one of these
$2.50.
in
High
Schools
and
they
should
be
Friday night for important busi
Ruth Wakefield's "Tried and True new or comparatively new cook
encouraged ln these Journalism
ness.
Another echo from the recent convention in this city
Toll
House Recipes," at two dollars books. If you can't own more than
courses and also public speaking exMrs. Chester Dyer of North Haven
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Ladies of the O A R will meet
Mr. and Mrs. Emaron Eaton have I p ^ n k Miles recently,
rate or too costly. There's a new write books cn food have found out
Friday night. Supper will be served returned from a visit to Unity.
Mr
Mrs. Clifford Eaton have into their reading and study work.
edition
too. There's also a 1939 edi th a t would make your Job more in
K. S. F.
at 5 30. Rebecca Arey. chairman.
Mrs. Helen Brown and Miss Helen been home from Rockland for a few
tion of th at perennial favorite, teresting . . . Both to you and to
Mr. and Mrs. Chauncy Mosher Jordan of Medford are guests of days.
The Boston Cooking School Cook I 0,6 faml!y you servc “ K ' P ,Klt
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Mrs. Eva Fifield has returned daughter of Orrington were recent
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of
New
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neth Gross of Stonington were mar- ' trude Moody.
Mrs. L. W. Sanborn has returned
Sylvanus Fifield is visiting his rled Sept. 23 by Rev. Frank Ratzell
Mrs. Emma Jones of Union was a land s best cooks, collected and cut ltl fine Pieces, 14 marshmallows,
edited by Mrs. Wolcott. We always cut in fine pieces (>« pound), 1 cup
from a visit with her son, Herbert brother Roscoe in West Stonington
caller Saturday at L. N Moody's.
suggest "Good Cooking” by Mar nutmeats. broken in pieces. *4 cup
Sanborn in Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Lake Noyes have
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thin cream or evaporated milk.
Mrs. Margaret Roscoe returned returned from a trip to the World's
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Monday to Worcester. Mass., hav Fair and Washington.
Miss Ruth Moody who has been cently between the Washington
ing been guest of Mr and Mrs
Gregory Merchant has returned employed at Dr. I P. Tuttle's went High boy’s and Appleton at the lo cal' car€fu11 explanations as well as 'food grinder or crush with rolling
William Lawry.
from Bar Harbor where he has Monday to the Sanitarium in Union diamond Appleton was handicapped 8immons-tested recipes. “Flavor's pin, reserving half cup crumbs. Mix
Mrs. Albert Wooster has returned been employed.
where she will be employed for a by a lack of practice and a scarcity The Thing" by Florence LaGanke all ingredients together thoroughly.
from a visit with relatives in North
i of players reporting for the game Harrls at *200 has fine foreign Form into a roll and cover with re
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley have short time.
Haven.
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This
are in Oyster Bay, N Y., where
Loren Robbins is boarding at
Mrs. B ertha Hanley who passed they will reside this winter.
(From "The Working Girl Must
j annual affair, to which all of the tecipe books. We have our best beLaurence Moody's.
a m onths vacation at her heme
Mr. and Mrs George Hopkins of
Mrs Elizabeth Stanley of Ban- parents and friends of the school ,ol tds among special cook books for Eat" by Hazel Young).
here, has returned to Connecticut
Cut three large Bermuda onions
gor is guest of Mr. and Mrs W. are invited will take place Friday special occasions of for those with
where she has employment.
in '4 -inch slices. Cook in boiling
Ralph Haskell of the Maine State M. Newbert.
night.
! food bobbies
Mr. and Mrs. David Pollock are Department of Education will
Effie Hill and Gertrude Went-1 "Modem Menus and Recipes" by- salted water about 10 minutes.
Mrs. Elizaeth Stanley of Bangor
at the New York World/ Fair for explain the plan. The program will accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. W. M worth have been assigned the two Lucy Allen isn't new but it's one of Separate into rings and dry on
two weeks.
be* in open session and everyone •* Newbert were in Lewiston Thursday remaining parts in "Black O old",' our favorites for people who enter- paper towels. Dip in cooking oil,
Wesawesskeag Orange will launch invited. The annual booster night and in Camden the following day. the Senior play to be presented th e ' tain a great deal. "The Wine Cook then in crushed salted cornflakes.
Wednesday night a movement will be observed Thursday. Foi
Book" by Cora, Rose and Bob Brown Place under broiler and cook about
Mrs. A H Moody accompanied last of October
whereby young people who are out entertainment the two-act comedy Mr. and' Mrs. Oeorge Buck of War
Is on the elegant side too but if you 10 to 15 minuets, or until browned.
of school and not other wise g ain  "The Developing School" will be re ren Sunday to Bangor
Demography is a statistical study entertain a great deal its recipes Serve as garnish with meat.
fully employed may be given an peated. Tire Old Times orcheslta
Mrs. Mary Fuller a patient a t ’ of population and a demographer is &*> make you famous The Browns
Deerfoot Chowder
opportunity to find suitable handi will play and there will be refresh Knox Hospital is gaining.
one who does research on the sub- do tight by the vegetables in a new
(From “Yankee Cook Book" by
work and earn at the same time. ments. No charge.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Garvin Smith and , ject.
book we love . . . as reading m atter Imogene Wolcott).
One-half cup salt pork, cut in fine
shreds, 1 medium sized onion, 1
medium sized potato, 2 cups boiling
water, 2 cups canned com, 2 cups
milk. 2 tablespoons flour, 2 tea
spoons cold water, 1% cups canned
tomatoes, 1 teaspoon sugar, % tea
spoon soda, salt and pepper
Fry out the salt pork and saute
the sliced onion in the fat. Add
the potato and boiling water and
cook until tender. Add corn and
milk, thicken with flour blended
with cold water and add the tomato
heated with the sugar, soda and
seasonings last. Serves six.
Com Puffs
(From "Modem Menus and
Recipes" by Lucy Allen),
Two cups boiling water, 14 tea
spoon salt, ’4 cup granulated corn
meal. 2 tablespoons Land O' Lakes
Sweet Cream Butter.
Boil water and salt about twee
minutes, then shake the meal in
slowly so that the boiling does not
stop, and cook five minutes, stirring
constantly. Remove from fire and
beat in butter. Drop from a spoon
on a buttered baking sheet and bake
in a very hot oven (475 deg. F. to
500 deg. F.) for about a half hour.
MENU
Breakfast
Welch Orape Juice and
Orange Juice
Wheatcna
’Com Puffs
Broiled Bacon
Quince Honey
Coffee
MRS. OSCAR C. LANE
Correspondent

^PANCAKES
0 4 o ooiiA/*
P ills b u ry pancakes are so

tasy to p re p a re — so lig h t ,
tender, and d e lic io u s — th a t
y o u ’ll keep w a n tin g m o re !

P iA /W OR

ROCKLAND, ROCKPORT AND CAMDEN STORES

SEEDLESS R A ISIN S

DRIVE THEM—and you’ll discover performance
that simply can’t be matched for smoothness,
snap, economy and effortless going mile after
PRICE THEM— and you’ll be a m a z e d -

EAST

The Special Six

A O C N K R A l. M O T O R S V A L U E
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WELCH’S G R A P E JUICE
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JELLO o r R O Y A L DESSERTS 3 PKGS *|^C
V E R M O N T M A ID SYRUP
f t 17c
FRUIT H ER M ITS

2

23<

MIRABEL JELLIES
FROM THIS SEA SO N S FRUIT C R O P

QUINCE. MINT OE
CRABAPPLB

V lia P C

Currant
ROYAL

mix»

(6 .1
JARS

2
2
2

Pure A p p le
OR BLACK
RASPBERRY

io •<
JARS

PICKLES

P A N C A K E FLO U R

SPRAY

2

E V A N G E L IN E M IL K
BLUE R IB B O N M A L Y
a

TEA

2|C
to •> PKG Sc
QT JAR

ROLLED O A T S
RINSO o r O X Y D O L

«

23<
25<
29<

l LB
PKG
LGE
PKGS

4

HOMELAND er GOLDEN ROSE
ORANGE PEKOE

STA N D A R D T O M A T O E S
R A ISIN P O U N D CAKE

"Deerfoot Chowder
Hampton Crackers
Chocolate Cookies
Tetley Budget Tea
Dinner
Broiled Hamburg Loaf
•Broiled Onion Rings
Baked Potatoes
Pear and Orated Cheese Salad
•Toll House Special
Coffee
• Recipes given.

ing marvelous new Sealed-Beam headlam
super-dear, auper-safe H i-T est Safety Gi

C. W. HOPKINS, INC.

I

W HEAT

L unch

MODELS l a 4 Different M e e Ranges
toMafceftu tooU aa4 Give Vm Great
SEE TH E M —and you’ll see added length, added
room, added richness . . • new smartness in the
lavish use o f chromium , . . new distinction in
completely re-styled interiors! INSPECT THEM
— and you’ll find over 60 advancements, indud-

B t /C *

FIRST
NATIONAL
STORES

F o u r G reat New

“S i l w r

IUST ADD MILK
OR WATER

P illsburys Pancake Flour iwnanr*

tomwnces

THEY'RE HERE, AMERICA— the biggest, most
beautiful, most luxurious Pontiacs ever built!

a few days at the parsonage. The
former is holding services at the
Advent Christian Church.
Hattie Scott of South Thomaston
is visiting friends a t Swans Island.
Edwin Gott of the dragger. Al
thea J. spent the weekend with his
family.
Miss Lunette Stanley of Bar H ar
bor Is guest of her father, Roy
Stanley.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughes and
Patricia Hughes have returned to
Providence.
Mrs. Clara Sprague Is visiting
relatives in Rockland.
Oscar Johnson of the dragger,
Alice, spent a few days visiting
friends in town recently.

M IN T U R N

W ISCA SSET, ME.

F R IE N D S H IP

Wentworth Bradford of Massa
chusetts has been visiting his uncle
Riley Bradford, for a few days.
Miss Irene Doe was home from
Thomaston over the weekend.
Annie Doe and Carleen Miller
t
have employment at the factory.
W. S. Demuth of Teel’s Island
was a weekend visitor a t A. Jf. G raf
ton’s.
Mi-, and Mrs. Nelson Saoien and
children of Rockland were guests
Sunday at W W Havener's.

FRESH FRUITS an d VEGETABLES

APPLES
GRAPES
ONIONS
POTATOES

FANCY
McINTOSH
TOKAY

6 B” 19C
4 lbs 2 5 c
J Q lb b a g 2 5 «

FANCY
SWEET

1 0 lk 2 5 c

E v e r y -O th e r -D a y

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r -G a z e tte T u e s d a y , O c t o b e r 3, 1 9 3 9

P a g e S ix

••• ••• ••• *•*••*»•«»••
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ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Holbrook.
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ITHACA 12 ga shot gun for sale,
turned yesterday to Portland after daughter Marion and his mother,
ananas, the excelling fruit.
sages, tends to stop mouth breath
WOOD saw ing outfit wanted
O L. low price. TEL. 1199-tVK. 13 F u lto n St.
bridegroom's cousins. Mr. an d Mrs. National Geographic Society
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.
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ing,
and
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spending the weekend with Mr. and , Mrs. Chatles Lane, Sr., returned
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“The English, translating Spanish
"Peach orchards, which yield the
118’ 120
Henry Pendleton, H osm er Pond
healing, restful
ARMY te n t for sale, good condition:
Mrs Lawrence Dunn
Friday from a visit to the New
descriptions of a tropical delicacy
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fa
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sleep. Try it.
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bird dog. English Setter, m ale, 14
road, among relatives a n d Immedi
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ate friends. Rev W eston P Hol- miliar part of the local landscape, ‘delightful to ta ste and full of juyce,’
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town attended th e Pythfan Conven- ; Mrs Flora S hannon and son inan officiated at the double ring But the pineapple, which stands a amended the nam e in 1604 from
OLD glaaa plates wanted, goblets,
E-FLAT Alto Conn saxophone for
tion Friday in Warren. In the Donald arrived Sunday night from service. The bride was attended close second, must travel in tin [ pine' to the more appetizing ptne- the lead. O ther centers of com dishes,
vases, lamps and oval frames
1051-M
mercial pineapple culture are ANNA L. OORDON. 6 Tea Bt.. Tel sale. In perfect condition. TEL 118*120
group were Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Washington, D. C„ to spend two by h er sister. Mrs. M argaret Lewis from distant fields of subtropical apple.'
1184 J.__________________________ 118-120
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is
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1
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at
the
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Sholes, Mr and Mrs. Thomas Hors
Australia, the Philippines, the Neth
HOUSE trailer for sale, n early new.
' of Lincolnville, and Robert Pendle
BLTLDTN4I wanted, about 10x22 feet, radio, w ater In sink and ow n lig h tin g
ley, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Crawford
Mrs. Marshall E. Reed and daugh ton, cousin of the bridegroom, was the only S tate in the Union report- anybody’s for a can-opener was erlands Indies, and the Union ot suitable for garage Must be In good plant.
CALL Thomaston 157-11 or L in
condition for moving and w ith in the colnville 13
__ __________ 117*119
Mrs. Letltia S tarrett, Mrs. Oarce te r Dorothy of Roxbury were visi best man. Mr and Mrs. Taylor ing a crop T he Hawaiian Islands I once a luxury for kings. A pine103-tf
South Africa. Most of the fresh city lim its TEL 186-R. city.
TYPEWRITER for sale. In good con 
can 80 percent of the world's pine- ! apple was presented to Je rd in a n d
Andrews. Mrs. Mary Henry. Mrs. tors Saturday at th e home of Mrs. will reside here.
dition. TEL. 543 R
117*119
apple
I and Isabella, first financiers of th e fruit reaches the United States
Dora Maxey. Mrs. Harriet Tillson Minnie Weed.
TWO b ulldog puppies for sale. MRS.
weeds and promotes a BO percent
Mrs. Lou Irish is spending the
from
the
West
Indies,
chiefly
Cuba
ROSE HUPPER Tenants Harbor. TEL.
and Mrs. Blanche Wilson.
Mr. and Mrs E. E. Ingraham have w inter at the home of Miss Nettie Columbus Discovered the Pineapple New World, as an early return on
4-3
___________116-118
"The exotic pineapple, however, i» their investment. Their children's and Puerto Rico, and arrives in greater yield.
Mrs. Blanch? Pease and Mrs. ! returned from a th ree weeks' stay Bean, Mountain street.
""OAKLAND sedan, lor sale
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a
single
stalk
schoolmaster.
Peter
Martyr,
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of American birth." the bulletin
condition $50 F. D ROWE. Tel 2-22,
Fannie Brown entertained a few at their camp at Norton Pond,
Europe mainly from the Azores and
‘•Indianapolis S peedw ay’ with continues. “Wild pineapples, grow • into the n atu ral history of the
118-lt
two to four feet high topped by its Warren
friends at whist Saturday night a t i. miss Doris givester of the Cen—PARLOR stove for sale, In fine con
P at O ’Brien and Ann Sheridan is ing in highland forests of Interior period, asserting that ‘in softness it the Canary Islands. Since 1850
leaf rosette, Immediately below dition. $8 61 Main St . T hom aston,
Mrs. Brown's home. The prize for tr a j jjaine Power Co. office force
now playing at the Comique The Brazil and Paraguay, resemble the is the melon's equal.' When a n  the pineapple has been a product
TEL. 4 0 - 1 2 ________
118*120
high score was awarded Mrs. jg on a week’s vacation.
which th e stalk swells into fruit. BEDROOM furniture for sale, iron
of
Florida,
at
one
time
ranking
next
atre.
“Man About Tow n" with ancestors of today's cultivated fruit other pineapple survived the voyage
Blanche Everett and for low Mrs. | Mr and Mrf B p Wooster have
“ M ^ s t* * '
Jack Benny. Dorothy Lam our and —a fistlike three-inch "apple." full to Europe, it was offered to C harles to citrus fruits, but since the The pineapple is really a composite I
Oertrud? Linekin. Other guests returned home afte r spending the
of
many
individual
fruits.
Its
col___________________________
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plantations
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Florida
Keys
Edward Arnold, will be show n Wed of black seeds and topped by a tuft V as a dainty fit to set before a king,
were Mrs. Lilia Ames. Mrs. Blanche summ<.r at their cottage at Spruce
lective nature appears in th e flower I st o v e r farm for sale—H olm es s t ,
have
declined,
the
crop
has
dropped
nesday and Thursday.
of grassy spears of leaf. Several but the cautious monarch refused
. ; ,
.,
,
i eight-room house, large barn, very low
Vose. Mrs Mary Ahern and Mrs Head. Sunday they entertained
cluster; a red-violet bloom of three nrlce v. f studley. 283 Main s t .
A. B. Stevenson. Jr., Is attending centuries of domesticated life have to taste the strange barbarian fruit. to about 20.000 boxes.
Leila Smalley.
their son Dr. R alph Wooster and
petals forms at each 'eye' of tlie T,‘1 1154____________________
Basis of Hawaii's Second
th e National Insurance Association improved th e species to a size a p 
"A Dutch gardener finally d e
Miss Matilda Burgess returned to , family of Bangor.
future pineapple. About a year and furniture.
8TOVEi of
a“ k-1Dd^ f^
als0
Largest Industry
Convention being held a t th e Stab proaching 12 pounds in weight and veloped a strain that would grow
C E OROTTON, 138 Cam
New York City Friday after spendErnest Crockett is having a vaden S t.. Tel 1091 W.
109-tf
a
h
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after
planting,
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fruit
is
“Shipwrecked
Spaniards
from
ler Hotel in Boston.
to a state of complete seedlessness. more generally in Europe, and soon
CULVERT stone for sale, flagging
ing the summer here
1cation from his duties with E. E.
Charles Walker of Washington, New plants are started from slips of every large estate had a hothouse Mexico brought the pineapple to ripe, yielding from 20 to 35 tons per and sidew alk material, w ell covers,
Mrs. Minnie Wilson and daugh- Ingraham & Co. Cecil Rhodes is D. C., is employed at th e Meguntlstone
posts, paving block, m onum en
for cultivating the pineapple,—in Hawaii, according to one island tale. acre.
old ones.
tal sto n e, stone fill, anchor an d moor
ter, Mbs H arriet Wilson. Mrs Susie -substituting a* clerk during his ab- | cook"PreM
Canning
a
Carload
in
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Another
relates
how
the
fruit
ing
sto
n es for boats. Call or write
‘ Air plants, such as the Spanish ! 1769 the fashionable Test of good
MEEHAN A SON. Clark Islsnd.
Newbert and M rs Helen Hahn spent sence.
T he Yacht Club is closed for the moss festooning with dolorous gray Gardening.' T he symbol of lavisn washed ashore among the pro
"Two tons of raw pineapple make JOHN
Tel Rockland 21-13.
118-tf
a day in P ortland yesterday.
Mr. and Mrs William Dalton o f , w inU r c } Herrlck caretaker
hard WOO(J
f(wt flUed | 12S_
the trees of Florida and Louisiana, hospitality in Colonial America, the visions of a sinking whaling vessel. only one ton of canned fruit. Hall
Miss Alice Tuttle left yesterday Amherst M ass. have been spending u o n a tr,p
{he M s tfrn part of
gets to market as fruit, one-fourth Sswed $i i s long. $1.05. M. B. & c n
are cousins to the pineapple. T he pineapple was worked into th e de- 'Foreign pandanus' is the natives'
to spend two weeks' vacation in (
da^s at
can’11 at Ballard ,
state.
Juice, and the other fourth in the
frult th a t went abroad to make Its sign of carved woodwork an d fur- title for it, In recognition of its re as
form of various by-products, includ- L ^ . ^ ^ * * * * ^ ^ , . * * , ,
South Boston with her sister Mrs Park
cent
arrival
and
its
resemblance
to
Mr. and Mrs. Leo S tro n g are a t fortune shows its kinship with th e niture of th a t period along th e AtHarold Dodge.
Mr and Mrs B Harold Cat*s- tending the New York W orld's Fair.
___ _______
♦
their hala tree’s fruit. As early as ing pineapple bran for cattle feed. *
air-eating moss by a surprising dis- ' lantic seaboard.
Mr and Mrs Lewis Smalley an d *>n
and daughters. Marion
Mr. and Mrs. M ark Kimball are dain for soil in which to anchor its
"Sixteenth century traders, exub- 1813 the foreign fruit, half-wild but citric acid, and industrial alcohol,
daughter D onna of Augusta were and Ann of East Vassalboro were occupying the Henry W oster rent on
shallow roots. The pineapple seeks erant at the new-found water routes Juicy nevertheless, had its place the la tte r being pineapple's thirdvisitors S aturday at the home of visit<)rs 8 ^ d a y a t the home of her Pleasant street.
SIX room apartment to le t at 40
food in th e earth no farther th a n a in which they could follow Magellan in Hawaiian gardens as an exotic ranking form in market value. Pine
Mr and Mrs Benjamin Smalley.
parents, Mr an d Mrs. E E IngraSeveral members of M aiden Cliff foot from its base, and plants con around the globe, added pineapples table fruit fashionalbe during the apple fiber was once used on the Orace S t . all modem. TEL. 229 W
115-tf
Leslie Clark and Miss Hope F a r- h a «> R*v. and Mrs. Henderson, Rebekah Lodge atten d ed Visiting
Pacific islands to make th e soft tex
tinue to th riv e when all their roots to the new commodities they were reigns of the Kamehamehas.
TWO good houses to let. so u th near
rington of Portland mere weekend a’*50 of
Vassalboro, accompan- Officers' Night, MBnday a t Bethel
“Now th e ruddy green-crowned tile known as plna cloth, but ma center of ettv: to parties w ith good
feeding Into expanding commerce
dry up.
references
TEL 493-W. 9-12 and 1-4.
guests of Mrs. Lucy Clark.
*<’d them here.
foreigner
supports the second larg chine-loomed cottons have eclipsed
Rebekah Lodge of U nion. Hortense
118 120
“The secret Is that the pineapple between the hemisphere. The same
Mrs. Aletha Thompson returned
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Sylvester Bohndell, vice grand of Maiden
FURNISHED room to le t desirable
uses its head, the rosette of waxy progressive era that transplanted est industry of the Territory. Rip It entirely.
Sunday from Port Clyde where s h e . are enjoying a week's vacation at Cliff Rebekah Lodge officiated as
"About 1913, Henrv G inaca invent- ii AVC., TCI. 0/0. A c JONES- 5 llO-llo
green leaves th a t makes it 'king o’, coffee and bananas to the Americas ening at a different season and
attended th e Advent Conference Fort Kent.
thriving
in
different
soil,
it
forms
ed
a machine to trim a pineapple “ u n furnished , three -room apartvice grand.
scattered
pineapples
throughout
fruits, by nature crowned.' T he
while guest of Mr. and Mrs. C lifton
Jack and Dell Hyssong of Brunsan ideal supplement to Hawaii's down to canning size and rip out m ent to let. bath, lights, gas; also unMr. and Mrs. A rth u r Ames are crown form s a funnel of leaves ; the Old W orld's tropics.
..
,
furnish ed 5-room apartm ent, upstairs,
jjorse
wick were oarers Sunday on friends attending the New Y ork World's
The flush, lights, near Main S t . L. A.
"The canning capital of th e pine- first love, sugar. For the 1935-36 the core in one operation
spread like sails to sunlight, ca tc h 
Mrs. W. A. Creamer of W arren in t°«'n
Ginaca
machine
is
now
coupled
with
-Tph ’I? 9____________
the
Territory's
pack
Fair.
ing rain an d dew to pour stralg.it 1apple's kingdom was Singapore un- season.
»
___1
' TWO four-room, unfurnished apartwho visited Mr. and Mrs. F orrest > Mrs. Minetta A. Paul will enteramounted
to
an
estimated
10
million
a
slicing
machine
and
thousands
of
m
enta
to
let.
one front entrance, one
Mrs. Nina Grauer, proprietor of into the burgeoning fruit.
I til the end of the 18th century.
hack; also rent 12'2 Jam es S t. C. A.
Adams several days returned home tain the Baptist Ladies' Circle at th e Peasant Shop, a n d her son,
"An unsung discovery of C hris- Since 1882 Honolulu has forged into cases of pineapple and two and a feet of belt conveyors.
I HAMILTON, 29 Chestnut S t . Tel. 986-J.
Mondav.
an afternoon session Wednesday at Arnold, have retu rn ed to New
half million eases of Juice—300 mil
"An up to date cannery in Hono ; _________________________________118-120
Wiliam T. Sm ith Jh, and Russell J her home
SIX -room apartment to le t on Broad
lion cans in all. The most popu lulu can gulp down a carload of
York City for the w inter.
. . .
j
. ..
.
St b ath, h w. heat; for a d u lt family,
S Young left by motor yesterday I Mrs. Christie W hitney and Miss
lar variety Is the Smooth Cayenne, pineapples in two and a half minutes 78 bro a d st . city
118*120
Mrs. John Wadsworth has Joined
for New York where they will a t- Hortense Bohndell attended Visit- Capt. Wadsworth in Bangor, where
not so spiny as the 'Red Spanish of and 15 minutes later can shoot them ~ fu r n ish ed house to le t for winter;
8 room s, bath. MRS MAUDE LAWSON,
tend the W orlds Pair
ing Officers nig h t of the Rebekah h e has employment.
the West Indies.
out in cans. The quarter-hour of 93 j2 ,n § t . Camden
U 7*ii9
Earl Woodcock, Richard Woodcock Lodge Monday in Union,
"The
broad
Hawaiian
acres
of
transformation
includes
peeling.
~ unfurnished apartm ent to let.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Souviney, Mr.
and Mr. and Mrs. Forrest G rafto n
Rolf Heistad and bride (Miss an d Mrs F. H. Souviney and son
slicingg, tcanning
sealin g , e«“JraHy
located
School
opposite
pineapple plantation are literally coring
u M u ig , slicin
a n n in g , sealing.
post offiep.
h<.nteclon »ix
roomSs,t. bath
and
went to P ortland last night a n d on Lilly Martens* of New York are James, of Portland, were weekend
wrapped in paper. The reddish cooking, and cooling. T h e output Of back room; all modem Improvements,
___________
...
reasonable rent; with or w ith ou t garreturn were accompanied by Mrs. spending the week with Mr. and guests of Mr and Mrs. M L. Keene.
ground is striped with long gray one cannery is 150 cans every minute age as desired. For term s apply 22
Woodcock who has been visiting h er Mrs H. O Heistad. Amesbury Hill,
U6*118
swathes of mulching paper at plant two and oqe-half cans every sec- SCHOOL ST Rockland.
Mrs. Hollie Bennett is visiting her
FURNISHED rooms to let. 56 Talbot
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Emery
Mrs. Villa O. Gordon who has daughter, Mrs H ubert Pettapiece.
ing time, and the young pineapple ond."
Ave , TCI. 274 M. call m orn ings 115-tf
the past week.
been visiting here and in Camden in Ottawa.
slip is struck through the paper in
COTTAGE to k t In fron t row at HollAt the observance of Guest OflB- has gone to Indianapolis before re; day Beach, by week fo r m onth of
to the earth with a sharp-bladed
William Wade of Topsham has
W E S T L IB E R T Y
Septem ber TEL. 237 W
105-tf
eers' Night at Mt Pisgah C hapter turning to her home in Minneapolis. b^ n r w n t g^ t Qf h u
Mrs
planting-iron'. The paper outlaws
--------FURNISHED apartment to let 3 rooms
O.ES. at Boothbay Harbor T hurs------------------Alvin wlggin
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Therault o f ' y*'ta &Lc
“ uPle: 8»ra8e « desired.
_ ..
.
C A. EMERY Tel. 436-M.
112-tf
day Orace Chapter was representc:'.
C U SH IN G
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will
Bridgewater, Mass., have returned
STOr e to let at 65 Park St. 34x<4 ft.,
by Mr and Mrs. Edgar Libby, M rs
-------hold Ju Ilrgt meeUng o{ the season
home after visiting Mr. and Mrs.
m onth; also 3 garages in rear of
x ir .,,... s s v k ...
! ’tore $2 month each; also on e on Main
Lura Libby. Mrs. Marion G rafton.
Rev. and Mrs. J . L. Pinkerton of j in the church parlor .Wednesday at
Wesley Tibbetts.
st
$3 month, v f st u d l e y . 283
Mrs Helen Hallowell. Mrs. Blanche Dresden Mills were callers Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice 6cates and Maln fit • Tel- 11M____________ U2-U
! 2 o'clock.
Marshall. Mrs. Blanche Vose. Mrs. on friends here and attended the
familv .nrf w . u . t
FIVE-room modem unfu rn ished apt.
Miss Marion C hurch, daughter of
IN OCR
family and Walter G riffin and i —on e on Camden S t . one o n sum m er
Blanche Pease, Mrs. Emma G re en  Ladies' Aid supper.
daughter
Arlene
have
returned
from
S
t;
Four-room furnished apa.-tment.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Church. Rock..
__
au tom atic heat and hot water. SumMiss Mina Woodcock was recent
leaf and Edgar Ames. Mrs. G rafto n
New York World s F air. They also mer s t mrs frost , t e l 318 w or
' land and Hoyt E. S hum an, son of
filled the office of Electa and Mrs. guest of Mrs. H enrietta Harding in Mr. and Mrs. M. L. S hum an of Bre
visited Mr. and Mrs. Harold Scales ■?94' R ---------------------------A 118'tf
FURNISHED room. In q u iet neighborUnion,
Vose th a t of chaplain.
men. were married Sept. 26 at the
WTllle in New York.
hood, five minutes from P ost Office.
Mrs. Dorothy Lindahl was in
Haaen Hannon and Arnold Clark TEL
Ro<'ltland_____________ W'ti
Congregational parsonage in Rock
Thomaston Monday to visit Mrs.
STATE OF MAINE
have resumed their studies at Uni- „ „ " VE'<u c e fuller 1 2 5 ° U n d e ^ s u
land, Rev. Corwin O lds officiating.
1
I-arge
Electric
Range.
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE Evelyn Snow.
versity of Maine.
j Tel 106-J.
118 tf
Plans have been m ade for a Get
Augusta. August 29. 1939
1—White Porcelain Barber Chair.
The Ladies' Aid supper, with
ROOMS »o let Ot 15 n m v o St.
Notice is hereby given that a P etitio n
Miss Golda Boynton has employ 579-W.
Together meeting of th e Arey-Heal
1—6-Ft. Silent SaHsman, and 2
MRS FLORA COLLINS.
118-tf
for the Pardon or com m utation of Mrs. Rose W ales housekeeper net
Small Show Cases.
sentence of INEZ L WILBUR, a c o n - ,
m ent in Augusta.
________
Post Oct. 5. Supper will be served
vlct in th e Maine State Prison u nder ted $15.
I—10-Piece
Walnut
Dining
S*t.
Raymond Sherman has been as- r
~ *
at 7 o'clock. All ex-service men and
sentence lo r the crime of Larceny is
1—7-Piece Golden Oak Dining
now pen d ing before the Governor and
sisting C. E. Archer at Liberty Inn
their wives are invited to attend
The
doctor
talks.
From
the
lips
of
a
horse-and-buggy
doctor
of
the
Set.
Council, and a hearing thereon will
The world’s northernmost golf
be granted in the Council Cham ber at
A brief business m eeting will be fol big city pavements comes the searing story of "The Escape," 20th CenturyMiss Eleanor Reed of Saugus,
1—6-Piece Golden Oak Dining
Augusta, on Wednesday, the fourth course Is on th e north shore of H ud
Fox melodrama. Above. Kane Richmond. Edward Norris and June Gale
Set.
M ass, has returned home after
day of O ctober 1939. at ten o ’clock son Bay. latitude 67. and the south lowed by an entertainm ent and
in a dram atic scene from the film. Also featured are Amanda Duff, Henry
A M
1—Golden Oak Sectional Book visiting friends here for a few days.
dancing.
PAINTINQ, papering o f all kinds;
FREDERICK ROBIE.
A nnetta and Frank Reicher.—adv.
ernmost course is on the Straits of
Case.
plastering, brick, cem en t and rock
Mr#
Susie
Philbrick
is
visiting
for
Mrs. Annie Tibbetts visited Fri work
Secretary of S tate.
A. W. ORAY,
Adam* nt
2—Golden Oak Roll Top Desks.
112-T 118 Magellan, latitu d e 53.
118-tf
day and Saturday at the home of Rock&nd.
two weeks’ in B elfast.
8—Golden Oak Buffets.
MEN Old At 40! Get pep New Ostrex
Mr. and Mrs. F red Irish and son
Round and Square'Golden Oak h er sister Mrs. M inot Lenfest in T on
ic Tablets contain
lnvlgorators,
Dining Tables.
Albert, and daughter, Doris, have
Washington.
stim u la n ts. 73-year old doctor says T
take Ostrex myself
G et package to
Stands,
all
sites.
returned from W alth am Mass., and
day. Call, write C H MOOR 8c CO
1—Tapestry Parlor Set, 3-pca.
118*130
will make their hom e on Chestnut
Drunken drivers in Sweden must
12—Library Tables.
TURN that used rifle or sh ot gua
street.
serve
a
month
in
jail
without
the
‘HERE 1 A M A S T R A N G E R ”
2—Sewing Machines, Standard
In to cash, or trade In I have a good
and New Home—perfect con
option of a fine, but are allbwcd to asuortm ent on hand for sale R E.
NUTT. Shoe Store, 436 M ain St., City.
dition.
"Mr. Smith G oes to Washington
choose any one of the next six _________________________________ 115-tf
11—Steel
Ice
Cream
Parlor
starring Jean A rth u r, James Stew
m onths for serving th e ir term.
RADIO service
Large parts stock,
Chairs.
fin est test Instruments perm it rapid,
art. Edward Arnold. Guy Kibbee
1—Large Leather Rocker.
guaranteed repair of all radios RCA
Eugen- Pallette a n d Claude Rains
Buy Yourself rich—through clas Radlotron tubes at 25' discount. JOHN
7—Love Scats.
FOOO. Warren, '.,-m ile north of sol
1—Parlor Couches.
is an excellent p ictu re that should
sified offers.
diers' monument In Warren
116*121
1—Large Lawn I'm .
WATCHMAKER — R epairing watches,
please the most critical. It’s the
2—Invalid Wheel Chairs, for sale
clocks, antiques all k in ds. Call and
story of a young se n a to r whose faith
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
deliver, 6 ARTHUR MACOMBER. 23
or rent; one adjustable.
Amesbury St., Rockland. T el. 958-J.
WHEREAS
Lizzie
B
Siprowl
of
Rock
in the constitution remains un
1—Large Size Wardrobe.
land In the County o f-K n o x and State ______ ___________________________ U 8 4 f
1—Walnut Bookcase.
changed despite h is many struggles
o f Maine, by her m ortgage deed dated
WATCHMAKER
All varieties of
April 11. 1931 and recorded In Knox w atch es and clocks repaired, work
3—Pianos, upright.
with crooked m ach in e politicians
Registry of Deeds In Book 225. Page 548. guaranteed NORMAN M. OVERLOOK.
2—
Antique
Sofa
Frames.
conveyed to Fred A. Thorndike late of 6 Oreen B t , Thomaston.
The entire cast is superb. A three
117-119
5—Iron Base Swivel Chain.
Rockland Maine, now deceased, a cer
Star-Lite picture.
SEXATOL Tablets, for males only,
ta in lot or parcel of lan d together with
I—Unfinished Buffet.
a ll th e buildings thereon situate I in gland product. R econstructive tonic,
“Honeymoon in Bali” featuring
1—Soapstone Set Tub.
said Rockland, and bounded and de increases metabolism and stlm uates a
h ea lth y (fendltlon. 50c and $1 per bot
2—Porcelain Tables.
Fred MacMurray. Madeleine Carscribed as follows, to w it;
WALMSI.EY, 373 M ain St., RoekBeginning on the Southerly side of tle
1—Typewriter (Underwood).
roll, Alan Jones. Akim Tamiroff
lan<>
118-tf
the
highway
leading
from
Rockland
2— Sets of Store Shelves.
to Thomaston and now known a s !
and Helen Broderick is a grand
1—Old Type Copper Boiler.
Thomaston Street, and at the N orth-,
comedy filled w ith rare dialogue
east corner of the E R ich land: thence
I—12" Furnace.
by said Street. North 81° East, slxty1—3-Pc. Mahogany Parlor Set.
Fred MacMurray h a s a role tailored
stx (66) feet to a reserve street two
2—Gliders, new.
rods wide; thence by said reserve
to his personality. He plays the
4— New Metal Refrigerators at street South 10’ East, one hundred
part of a young m an who comes di
(100) feet to F 8 and N Bullock's lot; i
Greatly Reduced Prices. Why th
en ce by said lot. S o u th 81” West,
rect from a p la n ta tio n in Bali to
not trade your old one for one
alxty-alx (66) feet to Abraham Simon
to
n ’s line; thence by tald 81monton’s
New York and his fight for the lady
of these?
and said Rich’s land North 10 West. I
1—Flat Top Cffl?e Desk,
of his heart who manages a smart
one hundred (100) fe e t to the flrst men
t —Large Refr.gerators.
tloned bound, and
Fifth Avenue shop. Miss Carroll
WHEREAS Leola T. Wigeln of Rock
1—BreakfasX. Set.
land aforesaid and Lena E Draper of
is ideal as the girl. Allan Jones
1—Kitchen Cupboard.
C anton In the C ounty of Norfolk and
makes his retu rn to th e screen after
1—Large Wardrobe.
Commonwealth of Massachusetts are
the duly appointed and legally quali
6—Large Mirrors.
a long absence a n d is fine as the
fied Administratrices of the estate of
1—Victor Console Phonograph.
said Fred A. Thorndike, and
opera singer who also wishes Miss
WHEREAS Leola T. Wlggln and
4—Sewing Machines.
Carroll's affections. This will keep
Lena
E.
Draper,
Administratrices
1—20 Gallon Crock.
A Fresh Perm anent
of
the
estate
of
said
Fred
you laughing th e whole evening,
10—Dressers with Mirrors.
A.
Thorndike
on
the thirteenth
R ichard Greene surpasses his triumph in “Kentucky" in his first
And
your hair can be dressed in
day of April 1938 assigned said mort
30—Three-section Dinner Plates.
starring role the gripping 20th Centur.v-Fox dram a “Here I Am a three Star-Lite comedy hit.
gage to Lena E Draper, which assign
any style you desire
25—Art
Squares.
Stranger,” in which he m eets romance with lovely Brenda Joyce, sensa
m en t was recorded In Knox Registry of
AU Kinds of Oil Lamps
Deeds In Book 240 Page 110 and
tional discovery of “The R ains Came.’
The frog-mouth, an Australian
WHEREAS the condition of said
mortgage has been broken.
W ith absorbing realism. "Here I conflict between his superfic.al world bird, sleeps during the day in an
NOW. THEREFORE by reason of the
Am A Stranger" tells th e story of of wealth and sham and a new upright posture, thereby resembling
breach of the con d ition thereof. I. the
T he attractive girl is Gloria Dickson, and her handsome hero is Dennis
said
Lena E Draper, claim a foreclosure
a boy who reaches the threshold of world of things that are real, he a tree limb an d making Itself in Morgan, sharing honors with Fred Stone in “No Place To Go," latest 283 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
of said mortgage.
73 PARK ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
The
bark-colored W arner Bros, attraction. The picture is adapted from E dna Ferber’s
Dated at Rockland. Maine. September
manhood to find himself sudden'y is tom and hurt by life, until he conspicuous.
TEL. 1154
20, 1939.
Plione 1078 Parking Space
a stranger in the world he has meets a girl as new to love as he feathers pf th e bird help to carry never-to-be-forgotten "Old Man Minick,” successful stage play and novel.
LENA
E.
DRAPER
88Ttf
—adv.
115-T-121
grown up into. Bewildered by the Jis himself.—adv.
out the deception.

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

It Ranks Second

lenr

In Everybody’s Column
J

FOR SALE

\

ovens

WANTED

TO LET

AT PARK TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

BARGAINS

SECOND HAND
DEPARTMENT

; MISCELLANEOUS ;

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

THURSDAY

New Short Curls

V. F. STUDLEY, Inc.

PAYSON’S
BEAUTY SALON

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r -G a z e tte T u esd ay, O c to b e r 3, 1 9 3 9

E v e r y -O th e r -D a y
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It’s Glorious T o Be Five Years Old

Page Seven

A Citizen Now
This And That

A Golden Wedding

Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Allen
Mrs. David H. Buffum Gets
of Tenants Harbor are today cele
Her Papers In Our Na brating their golden "Wedding anni
versary at their home. Both Mr.
tional Capital

and Mrs. Allen have lived in St.
Elisabeth May Craig. Washington George all of their lives. The Al
correspondent for the Portland liens have had only one child—a
Sunday Telegram, sends the follow daughter, Mrs. Edith M. Allen, hav
ing married a relative. She had
ing:
only one child—a daughter, Mrs.
By K. S. F.
“Mrs. Annie Buflum, wife of David
Ivy Carlson who gave to them four
Edgar W. Critch of Crescent street
H. Buffum of Rockland, Maine, was great-grandchildren Harold, Bern
has as guests Mr. and Mrs. Edgpr '
The eggs of sturgeons are not granted U. S. citizenship here Sept. ard, Edith and Donald.
Tuck of West Lynn, Mass. Mrs.
Friends of the Allens are passing
Tuck is his sister, and is making her
taken for caviar near spawning 2C. Mr. Buffum has been in the U.
many
happy felicitations and com
time. It is when the roe is hard. S. foreign service since 1923. His
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton went first visit here in 18 years.
pliments
through the neighborhood
They
yl.id
as
much
as
15
gallons
or
Sunday to New York, where they
flrst assignment was at Danzig, the
Mrs. E. J. Southard has gone to
: 2.403.CC3 eggs and thus the stu r Free City of th e Polish Corridor— to these worthy and hlghly-thoughtwill attend the opening of the
Winthrop. Mass., to spend the win
geons are a valuable prize to hook. 'What was Poland.’ said Mr. Buffum of citizens who have been good
World's Series games.
• • • *
ter with her daughter, Mrs. Frank
gently, sitting at his desk in the visa neighbors and good friends all their
lives.
Although
the
crow
eats
corn
and
Taylor.
Her
son,
J.
N.
Southard,
who
section of the 'State Department.
Wilbur Senter and family have re
planted seeds he digs up, It usually
turned to their residence on Broad accompanied her to Winthrop, re
"His foreign assignment is Leipzig,
repays the farm er by eating vast and he was here on vacation when
TONER-MOORE
way after spending the season at turned yesterday.
!
quantities
of grasshoppers and other the war broke out and he was kept
their Lucia Beach cottage.
harmful Insects to his crop. So do to help handle the rush.
The marriage of Miss Athaiie
Mrs. Pauline MacWilllams and
not despise the crow.
Mrs.
Pauline
Schofield
will
enter
Mr. and Mrs. A S. Atkins have
” 'When will you go back?’ I asked, Moore to Charles M. Toner, both
• • • •
but he shook 'his head. Nobody of Pittsfield is being announced by
returned from a visit to New York tain Tonlan Circle Wednesday eve
Superstitious people gave the
ning at Mrs. MacWilliams' home on
knows things like that nowadays. the bride’s mother, Mrs. Jean Moore
and Washington, D. C.
j witchhazel plant its name, In awe He is a consul, now
of Augusta. The event took place
Chestnut street.
of the supposed powers of the plant
"He was clerk, to the Danzig con- 1 P o la n d , Sept. 12, at the home
Memorized poems, current events
to bloom so late in the autumn and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Rose had
sulate when he met Mrs. Buffum, of Rev. William Dawes Veazie,
and results from new membership
j
then wait until spring to ripen its
born at Bronberg, in the Corridor— pastor of the Church of the Messiah
committee are due at 3 o'clock F ri as guests over the weekend, Mr.
I fruit.
'what was the Corrridor,' said Mr. before an intimate group of friends
day at the next Woman's Educa and Mrs. William H. Rhodes ot
• • • •
and relatives.
Harlan le e Sylvester, son of Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Sylvester, celebrated his fifth birthday Friday and in
tional Club to be held with Mrs. Springfield. Mass.
“Why do you keep cultivating I Buffum.
The bride was attended by Mrs.
vited seven of his young friends to help him make the day an im portant one in his diary. Juvenile games put
Lelia Benner and Miss Lenore Ben
“He
and
Mis.
Buffum
came
back
the little ones in prime condition for the tempting refreshments. Left to right in picture: Ruth Sylvia Davis, Justin that big patch of mint by the road to the United (States in June and Eva L. Toner, mother of the bride
Dr.
and
Mrs.
(William
Ellingwood
ner. hostesses, 125 Camden street.
1
Cross. Mary Jean Glendenning, Patty Ann Griffith, .Alice Crle. H arlan Lee Sylvester (host), Gary Kimball. David side?”
groom. while Jam es Parsons, Jr.,
and Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy H unter Maxey.
Coffee and box lunch at 6.
Keeper of eating place: "Persons went to Rockland for vacation with
of Pittsfield was best man. The
of this city, and Mrs. Robert M. Mcsmell It and come In to see what is his father and mother, Mr. and single ring service was used.
Browne Club will Imeet Thursday i Kinley of Union were dinner guests
Mrs.
H.
A.
Buffum.
Mrs.
Buffum
I Oowell, Mrs. Theodore Bird, Miss so good in my place. Oh, it gets me
Mr and Mrs. W M Little were In
The bride graduated in June from
night at 7.30, at the home of Miss Friday flight of George Carr and J.
I Virginia Snow, Mrs. Earl Perry, Mrs. a lot of trade. Oh, I tell you my had never been naturalized, though
Lawrence, Mass., for the weekend.
Maine Central Institute where she
Edna Payson, 81 Orace street, with Oaggenlieimer a t Crawford Lake.
they
had
been
married
15
years.
W. S. Cameron, Mrs. Edwin L. Scar- mint bed is my mint.”
Miss Christol Cameron assisting
Under the law, the time during has been violinist for the past four
• • • •
Rev. William C. Berger of Camden W ill Be Served B y T h ese jlott, Mrs. W alter Barstow’. Miss VirMiss Beth Hager, supervisor of
hostess.
which
she has been living with her years In the MCI trio. She has a t 
It takes 10 tons of black coal
ginia Connon. Mrs. John Trott
and Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon of this
music in the schools at Skowhegan,
Housekeepers A t C ongre March 13—Eugene Lamb chair turned into steam to make one horse American husband at his foreign tended the music camp at Castine
Normal School for five seasons and
Mr. and Mrs. Ensign Winchen spent the weekend at her home on city left yesterday by motor for a 1
gational Church
man. Earl Perry, David Beach, A. J. power, according to estimates by post, can be counted a.f ‘waiting
visit to Wisconsin. From there they
baugh spent the weekend in S an Orace street, '
time.'
which
ordinarily
Is
three
her U“ch ‘n*
Murray, W alter Barstow, Cleveland sham engineers.
will go to Tennessee, leaving their i
the American Institute of Normal
ford.
• • • •
years.
Mrs.
Buffum
did
not
have
Here
are
the
names
of
those
who
Sleeper,
Fred
Trecartin,
Ralph
A.
Mrs. Mary (Newell of New York car and going by train 'to their ob- '
The green turtle is the variety to wait at all because of her 15 years Methods a t Losell Junior College
Ephraim Lamb is ill at his home left Monday for her home after two jectlve, Mexico City, Mexico. They • have charge of the suppers a t the Smith, Albert R. Havener, L. 3 . prized for food more highly than of marriage.”
in Auburndale, Mass., this summer.
on New County road.
months' visit with Mrs. A 6. Little will return through New York State Congregational Church th e coming Cook. John O. Snow, Dr. Neil Fogg, any other member of the sea turtle
The groom, who Is the son of Mr.
and visit the World’s Fair.
j season. Members are asked to re- Harold Karl, Clarence Joy, Clarence
field. The host of friends she has
and Mrs. Ernest L. Toner, Nichol9
family,
MRS.
WILLIAM
P.
W
ALSH
W. Munsey, Frederick Bird. Irwin
_____
tain this list:
Mrs william Small and Mrs. Isaac made here regret her departure.
street, Pittsfield, formerly of Rock
• • • •
Miss Harriet Wilson of th e John , Oct 25—Mrs. Corwin Olds chalr- I Spear. John Rossnagel. Elmo- Cro
Berliawsky have gone to New York Mrs. Newell was th e center of many
land. graduated from Maine C en
Cheap sources of synthetic rubber
Mrs.
William
P.
Walsh
(Lucy
for a visit of several weeks.
delightful social attentions while in Bird Co. is having a week's vacation. I man, Mrs. Glenn Lawrence. Mrs. zier, Joseph Blaisdell. Charles Rose, have been found in mineral oil resi Helen LeProliom who was bom in tral Institute in the class of 1938
Kennedy Crane, Mrs. George Fos- Donald O. Cummings, p r . (Emery
Rockland.
dues and also in sulphur.
Portland, daughter of the late Dr where he was a member of the
The engagement of Miss Florence
_____
Miss Alice Macintosh entertained , ter, Mrs. A. W. Foss, Mrs. C. H. Howard, Joseph Emery, Frank
• • • •
Edward
Philip LeProhon, French school orchestra and track squad.
A Philbrook to Alfred W Young
Tonian Circle will be entertained the members of Opportunity Class DufT, Mrs (E D. Spear, M rs Charles Marsh. Dr. E. L. Scarlott. Francis
Rotarians at Poland Spring this consul, died Wednesday and was Last year, he attended Mechanics
was announced Friday night at a by Mrs Pauline Schofield and Mrs. an d their families a t the Oscar Emery. Miss Flora Fish, Mrs. J. E. Ome. Theodore Bird, Ernest Key- week will give devoted thought to
Institute In Rochester, N. Y, where
buried Saturday in Lewiston.
buffet supper at the home of Mrs. Pauline McWilliams Wednesday D uncan cottage, Holiday Beach. Stevens, Mrs. W. W. Spear
i wood, Jo h n Pomeroy, Chauncey all th at Paul P. Harris, Rotarian
he majored In photography Since
Among
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attending
the
Eleanor Libby, Maverick street. night at the latter's home on Chest There were 45 present. A baked
Nov. 8—Mrs. Henry Bird an d Mrs. Keene. Vance Norton, Murray founder, tells them of their mission
that time, he has been employed in
funeral
were
Mrs.
A.
J.
LaFrance
Guests present were Mrs Irene B nut street.
bean supper was served. The eve- H. B. Fales co-chairmen. Mrs. H. P. Whalen, Bertram White, John Trott, In this world of chaos. He said out
Waterville
and Portland studios.
and Dr. A. Philip LaFrance of La
Winchenbaugh, Miss Virginia Egan.
nlng was spent with music and Hicks. Mrs. Carl ISonntag. Mrs. Lea Horatio Cowan, Archie Bowley, Je- side our objective activities, we
Mr. and Mrs. Toner will reside at
conia,
N.
H.,
Mrs.
Harry
O.
BrockAnn Billings, Helen Oregory, Lena
' Howard, Mrs. Anna Paulitz. Miss, romc Burrows.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Barnard games.
60 Court street In Bangor where Mr.
might find ways to lend influence
Young, Evelyn Philbrook. Rieta spent the weekend at Matlnicus, as
Mabel Spear, Miss Anne BlackingMarch 27—Mrs. Edwin Edwards towards peace which would be of a ington of Buffalo, N Y„ Dr. Joseph Toner has recently taken a position
Walsh
of
New
Britain.
Conn.,
Charles
The fall meeting of the State D. ton, Mrs. A. J. Nichols, Mrs. Horatio j chairman. Miss Ada Young. Mrs. J.
Holden, Marjorie Ripley and Je an  guests of Mr. and Mrs. Dorian Ames
more permanent nature than was Walsh and Mr. and Mrs. Joseph in the camera department of D a
A R. to be held at Saco. Oct. 16, Cowan, Mrs. Phyllis Leach.
nette Philbrook.
Miss Eleanor, (Jane Keighley).
E. Bradstreet, Mrs. (Victor Rams determined on a t Versailles, and we
kin's Sporting Goods Store.
will be honored by the presence of
Nov. 22—Mrs. Carl Snow chair dell, Mrs. H. A iBuffum, Mrs. John can stil devote ourselves to the pro- Walsh of Hartford, i Portland Press
small daughter of Mrs. Libby, gave
Herald
please
copy).
Mrs. Maynard Metcalf has re  th e president general. Mrs. Kenne»h man, Mrs. C. F. Joy, M rs Archie I. Snow, Mrs. Charles Merritt, Mrs.
to each guest a corsage which held
motion of international good will.
th e happy announcement. Miss turned to Fredericton, N. B . having M. Robert, Jr. The meeting is Bowley, Mrs. Donald Kelsey, Mrs. Clarence Barnard, "Mrs. E. L. Spear,
We should always*keep in mind
Philbrook and Mr Young are both been guest the past two weeks of called for 10.30 a. m. on th a t date, Ralph Smith, Mrs. Alden Johnston. Hatriet Frost, Frances Chatto.
in
the
8chool
street
Methodist
Mrs.
Loren
Kean.
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of
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?
,
philbrick.
Mrs
Emery
How
ard.
Mrs.
Miss Philbrook being employed in
mat. M rs. E. J. Hellier. Mrs. E. C. Icends from hardy pioneer stock,
Friendship and ilove are beautiful
Dr. and Mrs O. R. Lawn- and church will furnish luncheon at Susie Lamb Mrs Vance Nortcn.
Clarence Dorman, Warren street.
the law office of Charles T. Smalley,
Davl . Mrs. C. I. Burrows, Mrs. Ho- and to know our country we must
in whatever sphere we find devotion.
daughter. Miss Dorothy Lawry. have $1 per plate
There will be election of officers.
Reservations
must
Mrs
Harold
Leach.
and Mr Young as clerk in the
mer Robinson, Mrs. A. J. Bird, Miss j keep before us pictures in our minds
On Orove street, about half way
i3_MLss Charlotte Buflum J Alena Young, Mrs. W W. Graves, and hearts of the early days and
First National stores. The wedding returned from a motor trip to the be made by Oct 13, w ith Mrs Fred
Monday Niters were entertained between Union and Lincoln streets,
World’s F air in New York, being C. Morgan. State regent, Biddeford and jjrs clarence Munsey co-chair- , Mrs, Q izabctli Hahn. Mrs,
will be an event of early winter.
Philip what was done fcr us of this gener last night at the home of Mrs. Law
one can witness real affection be
overnight guests enroute of relatives or Miss Orace M Goodwin, S ta.c men Mrs
o . Stevens, Mrs. A, C. • Howard, Mrs. Neil Fogg.
ation. Memorials like the home of rence Mills, Broadway
Awards tween what one might call a "Creole
in Melrose. Mass.
corresponding secretary
at
17 Jones, Mrs. John Pomeroy, Mrs.
Mrs. Jo h n Rossnagel, chairman of General Knox “Montpelier" lias went to Mrs. John Mills. Mrs Clar
Angora" and a Caucasian or possibly
G ranite street. Biddeford.
Charles Rose, Mrs. M. F. Lovejoy, the Prim ary department. The chair that historic message to give to
Ml-, and Mrs. Frank A. Tlrrell were
ence Knowlton. Mrs. Austin Huntley Mulatto of nondescript age; having
Mrs. Fred Black, Mrs. L. N. Law man of th e Intermediate department Young America.
Mrs William Hooper and Mrs. Ar a white body and a black head, its
in Boston for the weekend, going to
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Ledien of
rence, Mrs. Joseph Emery. Miss Re and dates of both suppers will be
thur Eowiey and consolation to quite difficult to decide about this
attend the Installation of the Order Bluehlll are guests of Miss Ellen J.
lief Nichols.
The Coiffure Ouild cf New York Mrs C e il Murphy
announced later.
Mrs. Austin gentle little doggy that has taken
of Rainbow Qirls held In Quincy. (T eh ran for the week
can be suspected of punning atro  H vit!ey von the dour prize. The
Dec. 27—A. C. Jones chairm an. E
Mrs. Iirre lls niece. Miss Beulah
to his heart the fluffy kitty, with
Eighteen members of the Winter- ciously when it announced a new meeting next week will be with Mrs. I the most profound reciprocation on
Mrs Lizzie F Peaslee is visiting J Hellier. B. B Smith. H enry Chatto
McLeod was installed worthy ad 
visor and Miss Claire Thiller, a niece h er sister Mrs Lena Larrabee in Victor Ramsdell. E. C. Davis, Dr. A port Women's Club partook of a headdress "the cascade coiffure’’ as Murphy.
| the part of the young cat. She cares
W. Foss, E. L Spear. Alan L. Bird, [speciai luncheon at the Copper "suitable for the fall."
of R. E. Thurston, was made worthy Gardiner,
-------little how old and decrepld her
HERE ARE S H O E S /
• • • •
C. A Emery. Kennedy Crane. Homer Kettle la£t
and then v,sitfd
A business meeting of the Junior [swain is—Its a case of real love.
associate advisor.
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She:
"Dearest,
why
did
you
want
Mrs. Alfred Prescott was hostess Robinson. J. E. Bradstreet, Charles | "M ontpelier'.
Women's Club was held last night The writer has made friends with
me to hire th a t short man?"
at the home of Mrs. Minnie Rogers this gentle pair, at first with some
Attaining his fourth birthday S at Thursday night a t a shower party, M erritt, Rev. Corwin H. Olds. L. A.
Husband: My dear, when you
r, -d
.
.
...
Husband.
with Mrs Lendon C. Jackson. Jr., d'fflculty as the Jealous Gentleman
urday Lee Edwin Oliver played host honoring Mrs. Clayton Witham, who Thurston, Carl Sonntag, Milton M. Edward D.
Brewster of Vaklmr, 1 , ,
...
.
.
,
...
.
,
*■*pick
a man to work in your garden. as hostess.
Announcement was
at his home on Paciflic street. received many lovely gifts. Dainty Griffin, Maurice F. 'Lovejoy, Fred Wash., is visiting his parents Mr 1
'
Judge him by his overalls. If they made that Mrs Orace Carlyle of was fearful th a t his love being 30
Games were played, Barbara Mc refreshments were rerved, and Black. W. I. Ayer, Henry B. Bird. and Mrs. George A. Brewster. Ran
are patched on the knees,’ you want Boothbay Harbor is to be district beautiful might tempt a kidnaping—
Bride doing the best at pinning tlie beano was the leading diversion. W W. Spear. E. K. Leighton, C. 11. kin street.
but after passing and greeting the
him; if they are patched on the
Duff. J . C. Perry, H. A. Buffum, Carl
manager for the next two years, and pair for many days I find it sotne’ □ SHOES j donkey's tail, with Leone Baum Guests were Mrs. Elmer Witham, Snow,
seat,
you
do
not."
A. J. Bird, A. L. O m e, H. B
that the fall convention will be held j thing to look forward to as I pass
I attaching the tail farthest away; Mrs. Donald T. Leigh. Mrs. Donald
George A Nash of Winterport,
All the c o m fo rt f e a tu re s
Oct 18-19 a t Eastland Hotel in up the street and find them wait; Barbara McBride and Herbert Haskell, Miss Hattie Rankin, Mrs. Fales. John I. Snow, J. O. Stevens. C. who has been visiting his sister, Miss
The Hartford flagship of Admiral
found in higher priced sh
Baum were prize winners at cutting Allan 3ardner. MLss Alice Kalloch. I. Burrows, Leo Howard, Alvin Elizabeth Nash, the past five weeks Farragut in the war between the oitland After the business ses- ing for a word to which they both
sion, Miss Jeannette Stahl gave an respond in their own way.
' hearts and Arina Splain found the Mrs. Bertram Gardner. Miss Gladys Ramsdell, J. E. Stevens.
has returned home.
States, soon will be taken to W ash
Jan. 10—Mrs. Fred Trecartin
outline of the "Horse-and-Buggy
I most peanuts, with Robert Marri- Jacobson.
K 8 F.
ington where it may become the
chairman. Mrs. Milton M. Griffin,
Mrs. Neil Packard left last night
Doctor" and Mrs. Elzada N. Barstow
l ner and Joan Marie Philbrook tienucleus
of
a
national
maritime
Mr. and Mrs. W alter C. Ladd are Mrs. Basil Stinson. Mrs. Nettie for West Palm Beach, Fla . where
_
,
talked on "Famous Men of the
' ing in finding the least. Mrs. Oliver
Buried In full dress 3000 years
visiting
tlieir son. Clifford Ladd in Frost, Miss Ruth Peterson. Mrs. L. she will be at the home of Walter museum. The vessel was recently t Mod<>rn Medk.a,
1was assisted by Miss Margaret Al
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—
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ago, the body of a chieftain was
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|
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next
mwt)ng
New
York,
and
will
attend
tlie
openi
B.
Cook,
Mrs.
Harold
Connon.
Mrs.
W. Tibbetts, who is in ill health.
bee, Mrs. Paul Plourd, Mrs. Carl
under a WPA project.
discovered recently In a tree trunk
| Joseph Blaisdell, Miss Mary Harrlwill be held a t the home of Mrs.
Philbrook, Mrs. Veronica Splain and ing games of the World Series.
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coffin, weighing four tons, near
Mrs.
Helen
Carlson
and
Mrs
------------------! man. Mrs. Irwin Spear. M rs. Elmo
Jane Hall. The topic for discus
j Mrs. Paul M arrincr. Decorations
"In summer when it's hot out,
Castleton, England.
OCTOBER
Wilhelmina
Fogg
supervisor
of
the
j
Crozier.
sion
will
be
music.
The
members
1were of pink, white and blue. Ref For The Courier-Gazette |
Rockland N.Y.A. have returned from Girls wear their furs a lot out.
will sponsor a bridge party next
' freshments were served.
Those Alas, the summer m onths have flown.j Jan. 24—TAirs.• A. L. O m e chairv Eastport where they attended the In winter when it's raw out,
Tuesday
night at 8 o'clock at Com
present were Katherine Splain, The swallows and the oriole have fled m a n * Mrs. L. A. Thurston, Mrs. E.
They get their hats of straw out.”
W e dnesday-Thur sday
many days
K. Leighton, Mrs. Ensign O tis, Mrs. Quoddy Conference of N.Y.A.
munity building.
Anna Splain, Leone Baum. Elaine Even full
trees' bright coloring seems pen—Boston
Transcript.
B. B. Smith, Mrs. W. I. Ayer. Mrs.
slve for their roundelays
Baum. Jacqueline Snow, Caroline
Along the roadside and o'er the hills
Henry Chatto. Mrs. Alan L. 'Bird. Commander and Mrs C. F Snow We've often thought a lot about
Snow Joan Marie Philbrook. Oloria There's goldenrod in brilliant mass
eyed gentians smile goodbye Mrs. O. M. Derry, Mrs. Eva Sleeper. have been spending a week In Bos 'T he reasons for this turn about;
8tudley, Herbert Baum Paul Marri- And blue
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ton.
as frosty m ornings pass.
Today and Wednesday
We think it's so the men about
Feb. 14—Mrs. A. R. Havener
ner, Robert M arriner, David Plourd, In yellowing wood we hear the drop
of
nuts
and
leaves
full
gently,
Will
have
enough
to
talk
about.
(S a tt£
chairman, Mrs. A. J. M urray, Mrs.
Edgar McBride, Nancy McBride and And children playing by a stream
The M aine State Nurses Associa
The Tenement Doetor Tells All!
SH O 45 ’
K. S F.
Find bird nests hanging empty
Russell Carter, Mrs. D onald Cum tion held its annual meeting yester
Barbara McBride.
• • • •
The maples In the swamps begin
"THE ESCAPE”
mings, Mrs. Kenneth Spear, Mrs. day an d today in Lewiston. Miss
To flaunt their brilliant drrsses.
Which is it in Washington n o w j A scurry! 'Tls a pheasant shy
Frank
Marsh.
Mrs.
John
O
.
Sno.v.
with
1 Aroused by footsteps passing by.
Ellen Daly, Superintendent of Knox
And high he wln<ts for safety.
Mrs. David Beach, Mrs. Jerom e Bur Hospital, gave a paper a) the session watchful waiting or watchful
Arresting glory Alls the air:
AMANDA DUFF
rows, Mrs. Julia Keene, Mrs. Harris yesterdav. Miss Nellie Button, as hastening?
Magic cloud life entrances.
• • • •
As sunset sinks In western sky
Cram.
KANE RICHMOND
And harvest moon com pletes the Joy
sistant superintendent, and Miss
Farmer Jones: “Well, I guess my
Of autum n's flrst advances.
Feb. 28—Mrs. Doris Sleeper chair Lillian Nash, instructress are a t
boy
will
be
a
farmer
after
all.
He
K S. F.
man, Mrs. Frederick Bird. Mrs. Earl tending today.
Rockland.
wrote home he was planning on
T H U R SD A Y
taking fencing lessons.”
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“TA LL Y -H O ”
According to estimates, approxi
mately 27,000,000 tons of steel are in
$25.00 in Cash Prizes
the buildings, bridges and transpor
— ON—
tation of the Borough of M anhat
CAMDEN, ME.
tan, N. Y.
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a
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In the New Much Wanted Colors
SPE E D W A Y ”
pores.
Mark. Plum, Wine. Brown, Green. Blue
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with
FRED STONE
• • • •
"FIFTH AVENUE GIRL”
Regular Sizes
Half Sizes
Misses’ Sizes
PAT O’PRIEN, ANN SHERIDAN
And so Dorethy Thompson a t
with
SONNY BUPP
GINGER ROGERS
tacks the nation's hero. Colonel
R E A SO N A B L Y PRICED
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M
O
R
G
A
N
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
JAMES ELLISON
Lindbergh. She has been fortun
M A IL
PRESCRIPTION
GLORIA DICKSON
“M A N A E O U T T O W N ” ate not to have had plenty of criti
. ORDERS
DRUGGISTS
cism of her own line of adventures.
with
• • • •
16 SC H O O L ST.
R O C K LA N D
TEL. 5 4 0
JACK BENNY
Apple
trees
demand much mois
Ttl.378
TEL.378
BU R D ELL’S DRESSES, C LO TH CO ATS, F U R S
DOROTHYLAMOUR
ture and for best crop they need at
EDWARD
ARNOLD
Shows Mat. Z.M. £vf. (.M. MO
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN SPECIAL ATTENTION
MAIN AT LIMEROCK STS ~ ROCKLAND
Continuous Saturday Z.H to 10.M
least 15 to 20 tons of water in the
Sunday. Matinee 3 o’clock
1course of a year.
Mrs. Harold Rackllffe and Mrs.
Earle Spear returned home Satur
day night after spending a few days
in Boston.
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come out the other in a continuous
stream of silvery cars, and you will
realize that Alaska's factories pro
T h e Current B e lie f Regard
The Territory O f Alaska duce more than half the canned
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salmon
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pantry
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Knox
Chapter,
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e
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Is Becom ing Increasingly
mittees O f the Archdio
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night. The list of officers and committees, and the programs, are here
Merely Superstition
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cese O f N ew York
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published:
Ever since Seward pushed to a who want canned salmon usually
The white potato, frequently
A LTHOUGH banking the fire is
The Cardinal's Literature Com
successful conclusion the purchase import it from the United States.
OFFICERS OF THE CHAPTER
shunned by persons trying to lose •(*- a very simple operation, many
mittee of the Archdiocese of New j
of Alaska, his critics have been Last year they ordered $8,000 worth
Regent.
weight, is no more fattening than people have trouble w ith it. Let
Mrs. Mabelle F Rose
York has announced its full list of J
me explain the method th a t I have
"Mineral wealth ranks next to
Vice Regent,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett
forced
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their
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Alaska
a large apple or a large orange, and found the most satisfactory.
approved books covering the fields
fisheries
in
the
territory.
Last
year
Chaplain,
Mrs. Helen Carlson
cost $7,200,000. an oversize sum for
provides the diet with valuable vita
F irs t (and only if it is neces
of biology, history’, religion, fiction,
Mrs. Winifred Karl
Secretary.
an ice box m 1867. but few invest 5Alaskan miners shipped to the
m ins and minerals a t low cost, says sary to make room for fresh coal),
soc'ology. economics, poetry, philo
Mrs. Kathryn St. Clair
Treasurer,
ments of United States dollars in United States nearly $7,000,000
Miss Leone Dakin, extension foods gently shake the fire until you see
Miss Ellen Cochran
Registrar.
sophy. education, science, travel, art,
the first red glow in the ashpit.
worth of copper, about three times
Mrs.
Hattie
Davies
Historian.
land
have
given
better
return.
specialist, College of Agriculture. Then with a shovel or hoe pull the
music and children's books.
as
much
gold,
and
$71,000
worth
of
Mrs. Alice Karl
Counselor,
Recently five hundred tons of oil
University of Maine.
live coals toward the fro n t of the
The list includes:
Mrs. Mary Southard
Counselor,
drilling equipment were dispatched silver. The territory has extensive
A potato is only 11 to 21 percent furnace, so that the fire bed slopes
Fiction
to new oil fields of southwest Alaska i high-grade coal deposits, but costly
starch, and 78 percent water Poods downward towards the back. Shovel
• Next to Valour," by John Jen n 
the fresh coal carefully into the
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transportation
has
hindered
their
in the hope of adding petroleum to
such as chocolates an d rich starch hollow thus formed. And, as in
ings. Macmillan.
Americanism,
Miss Marion Weidman
exploitation.
the long list of commodities now
puddings
that
contain
large refueling, be sure to leave an ex
"Seasoned Timber.' by Dorothy
Approved Schools—Opportunity Farm,
flowing from the territory.
Rrd. White, and Blur Foxes
am ounts of sugar and fats are con posed spot of live coals right in
Mrs.
Mary
Ladd
Canfield. Harcourt. Brace & Co.
front of the fire door. This "hot
Conservation.
Mrs. Ruth Levenseler
“W ithout oil figuring in the role
"Ask a woman what Alaska means
"April Was When it Began, ' byHe was a good man in the boxing siderably more fattening than po
Correct Use of the Flag.
Mrs. Mary Southard
of
an
export,
Alaska,
last
year,
to
her,
and
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will
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in
one
tatoes,
food
specialists
say.
Barry Benfield. Reynal A- Hitchcock
ring; he's a good man on his police
D. A. R. Good Citizenship and
shipped to the United States prod : word: 'Furs!' Luxurious mink, sable,
Miss Dakin recommends that po
“Justly .Dear," by E. Thornton
Good Citizenship Pilgrimage. Mrs. Alice K arl
beat.
ucts valued at nearly nine times soft muskrat and beaver, and fluffy
tatoes. whether baked, bo.led, or
Cook. Scribner's.
D. A R. Manuals for Citizenship. Mrs Anne Snow
the am ount paid to Russia for the ' fox furs: blue, red, white, black, and
Ellis Island,
Mrs. Hester Chase
steamed, be cooked In the skin
“The Delusson
Family."
by
Genealcgical Records,
Mrs. Maude Blodgett
territory." says a bulletin from silver—Alaska supplies these, as reindeer herds. About 1.280 rein- j This saves most of th e potato's food
Jacques Ducharme, Funk & WagKnox Memorial,
Mrs. Adele Bird
the Washington. D C., headquarters well as hides of hair seals, from deer were dispatched to Alaska in value. In baking potatoes, 450 de
nails.
National Defense Through Patriotic
of the National Geographic Society which purses are made, and fur 1881- 1902 from Lapland and S i grees Fahrenheit is a good tem
•’Red Sky at Dawn." by Philip
Education,
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich
Alaska Sprlls it "Salmon"
seal skins, which become popular, beria. In 1936 there were 600.000 perature if a crisp skin is desired.
National Historical Magazine
Rooney. P. J. Kenedy.
' although many were killed to supply
“Alaska salmon canneries trans durable wearing apparel.
Mrs. Katherine Haines
"Since the pleasing mealiness of
"The Runaway,” by Kathleen
Eskimos with food and clothing. a baked potato is gradually lost as spot” will act as a pilot light to
Press Relations,
Miss Carol ne Stanley
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$42
026.365
worth
of
their
"The
Pribilof
Islands
in
the
Ber
Norris. Doubleday. Doran.
ignite the gases given off by the
Radio,
Mrs. Suella Sheldon
products to the United States and ing Sea are the breeding grounds Last year the United States im it cools or steams, th e cook needs fresh coal, preventing them from
"Iva," by Oosta of Oeijerstam.
Real Daughters.
Mrs. Lucie Walsh
fresh and cured salmon shipped of four-fifths of the fur seals in the ported $16,000 worth of surplus rein to do some pretty close timing to escaping into the house.
Dutton.
When banking the fire for the
were valued at two million dollars world. The seals are protected by deer meat and hides.
get the potatoes done Just as din night, the Ashpit Damper should
•‘Deliver Us From Evil," by
ORDER OF BUSINESS
"Alaska
is
a
good
market
for
Catching and canning salmon is by the Government and only immature
n er is ready. A good way to let the be closed and the Cheek Damper
Achmed Abdullah. G. P. Putnam s
Lord s Prayer
far Alaska's most important in males are killed. Last year 55.000 American goods, importing $42,860.- steam escape, and thus prevent sog open. The Turn Damper should
Sons.
Pledge of Allegiance to our Flag
dustry'. It employs 25,000 people fur seals were taken. Nearly 1.000 774 worth in 1937 Largest single giness. is to cut a cross on one side be left as nearly closed as possible.
The American's Creed
"Alias Blue Mask." by Anthony
every year. Salmon are rapidly blue fox pelts also were produced import was more th an six million of the baked potato afte r removing And remember, it should never be
Secretary’s
Report
Mo; ton. Lippincott.
necessary to leave the fire door
' dollars worth of tin cans for salmon
Treasurer s Report
cleaned by efficient machines, called on the islands.
it from the oven and then to pick open when the fire is banked. If
"Herself: Mrs. Patrick Crowley,"
Correspondence
'iron chinks' because they have re
“Alaska has great forest resources canneries. A million dollars worth it up (in a cloth) an d squeeze It you follow this procedure, your
by Doran Hurley.
Longmans.
Reports of Officers and Committee Chairmen
placed
Chinese
workers.
of
hemlock and spruce th at have of fish-canning equipment, and gently until it bulges up into the fire will stay in for the night and
Oreen
Roll CaU
will deliver ample heat when you
| quantities of machinery and ve
“Nearly every bay and inlet of been only partially cut over.
Unfinished Business
Travel
cross-cut slash. C utting alone does onen the drafts in the morning. (4)
New Business
Alaska has its waterside salmon
“Vast acres in the territory, hicles also were purchased by not serve the same purpose.
‘•Oreen Fields."
by Stephen
Program
worthless
for agriculture or forest, Alaskan industry. American ships
cannery.
Watch
the
shiploads
of
"If dinner Is to be delayed, the the potatoes in. and cook them with
Rynne. Macmillan.
are
used
as grazing grounds for brought to Alaskan ports meat and potatoes might be scraped out of
fresh
fish
pour
in
at
one
end
and
"Belgium," by Hugh Oibson.
the water boiling rapidly and con
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dairy products, nearly two million
th e skins mashed seasoned, and tinuously. Too vigorous boiling,
Doubleday.
[dozen
eggs,
grains,
vegetables,
and
October 2, 1939
187 Broadway
beaten with cream o r butter, piled however, makes potatoes go to
“Irish Holiday," by Dorothy H art
Watts, Clara,
Meeting at "Montpelier". Thomaston
! fruits, including, for the flrst time,
Cedar St.
Wisner. Eva.
back Into the skins an d reheated pieces more quickly, especially pared
ley. Robert M. McBride & Co.
Hostesses; Board of Management. Lady Knox
canned peaches and pineapple
Chapter and General Knox Chapter
NON--RESIDENT
Mature potatoes should be used for ones.
"Another Mexico.' by Graham
Farmers pointing to self-sufficiency
Guest Speaker: Miss Margaret McIlroy.
Union
baking."
Oreene Viking.
Bird, Adele.
“As soon as the potatoes are done,
j
imported
305.316
pounds
of
field
and
State Vice Regent
Stonington
Bridges. Myra,
"In New Brunswick We'll Find
Moisture absorbed during cooking take them from the boiling water
garden
seeds.
Rockville
Br;nk:e.
Inez.
November 6, 1939
It," by Thomas Barton D Appleis the cause of soggy potatoes, Miss and remove the skins, for they'll
Houlton
Cushman, Bernice,
“For Alaskan housewives 'made ‘n
Hostess: Mrs. C lara Thurston
Dakin says. Steamed potatoes ab get waterlogged if allowed to re
ton.
Milford,
Conn
Hopkins. Mildred.
Assisting Hostesses: Mis. Butman. Mrs Cooper.
the U. S : baking soda, sewing maArt and Music
sorb less moisture th a n boiled ones m ain in the water and will be less
Johnson, Blanche,
Madison. N. J
Mrs. Levenseler, Mrs. Wisner
I chines and brooms, fancy soaps,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lord, Helen,
"The Sudden Rose, by Blanche
and therefore are mealier, though Huffy if used for mashed potatoes."
Report of State Meeting
perfume
and
cosmetics,
and
pianos
North Haven
Noyes. Etta,
Speaker: Mrs. Evelyn Hix, Travelogue
M Kelly, Sheed A Ward.
not as mealy as baked potatoes. To
West Rcckport
were imported."
Nutt. Amy.
"Notre Dame of Noyon," by
get the most mealiness, steaming
December 4. 1939
The terms “longitude and lati
Page. Carolyn,
Appleton
Hostess: Miss Marion Weidman. Rockport
Charles Seymour Jr. Yale Univer
should be rapid, and th e skins of tude" came from ancient days when
West R.ckport
Parker, Hazel,
Assisting Hostesses: Miss Bicknell. Mrs Barnard,
Rollins, Mabel.
Somerville. Mass
sity Press
Krankenkassen. German's nation steamed potates removed at once the earth was believed to be grouped
Mrs. Brcnkie. Mrs Olover
Rose, Mabelle.
Tenant's Harbor
"Men and Women Who Make
al illness insurance agency, has a after cooking.
around the Meditteranean sea.
Bring gifts for Opportun.ty Farm
Sellers, Elizabeth,
Stonington
MUslc." by David Ewon. Thomas
membership
of
20.000.000
persons,
The
rules
for
boiling,
according
Program: Christmas Customs of Many Lands.
Since the sea was no longer east
Wardwell, Mary.
Camden
Cfowell.
exclusive of family dependents of to the food experts, a re : “Have the and west, the word "longitude" was
Weidman, Marion,
Rockport
January 1. 1940
Wooley. Mary,
New York
water boiling rapidly when you put used to denote east-west directions.
members who are also covered.
Hostess: Mrs. Ella Buflum
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs. Cobb. Mrs. Rich
W H IT E H E A D
Mrs Snow, Miss Stanley
Program of American Music
Forrest Cheney, surfman report
February 5. 1946
ed for duty at the station Monday
Hostess: Mrs. K atherine Haines
Assisting Hostesses: Miss Cora Perry. Mrs
after ten days leave spent at his
Sherman. Mrs. Stoddard. Mrs. Walsh
hqme in Spruce Head.
Election of Delegates to S tate Conference and
Government carpenters are mak
Continental Congress
ing extensive repairs on the dwell
March 4. 1940
ing houses at the Lighthouse.
Hostess: Mrs Mary Ladd
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs. Bird. Mrs Carter. Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Higgins
Merritt, Mrs Sheldon
of Camden spent Thursday with
Nominating Committee to be appointed
Mr. and Mrs. H. W Andrews at
Program: To be announced
their Island, Norton Island.
April I, 1940
Mrs. Maynard O'Brien returned
Hostess: Mrs. Hester Chase
Assisting Hostesses: Mrs Cross, Mrs. Cushman,
last Tuesday from Lubec where she
Mrs. Nutt. Miss Parker
spent the week while Mr. O'Brien
Report
of S tate Conference
was at Rifle Camp in Wakefield.
May 6. 1940
Philip York surfman was at the
Hostess: Mrs Kathryn St. Clair. Crescent Beach
Range last weekend and Earl Lyons '
Assisting Hostess: Miss Thorndike
surfman went there Saturday.
Covered dish luncheon a t twelve-thirty
Report of Continental Congress
Carl Newcomb and Raymond Col
Annual reports and election of officers
lins. government telephone elec
tricians have been working on all
CHAPTER PAST REGENTS. 1898-1938
the Telephone lines connected with
1898-1899
■Mrs. Eva Butler,
the Coast Guard.
1900-1901
•Mrs. Jennie T. White,
Keeper and Mrs. A. J. Beal of the
1902•Mrs. Maude Smith,
1903-1904
Light came home Monday from a
•Miss Lizzie O'Donnell.
1905-1906
•Mrs Adelaide Farwell,
weekend trip with relatives in West
1907Miss Mary Hitchcock,
brook.
1908-1909
•Mrs. Adelaide Farwell,
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Beal. Sr.,
1910-1911
•Mrs Ada Blackington.
1912-1913
have been in Portsmouth and New
•Mrs. Julia Burpee.
1914-1915
Mrs. Ella Buffum.
castle. N. H., visiting Mrs. Beal's
1916-1917
•Mrs. Adelaide Lambert,
daughter Mrs. Eugene Moore. Mr.
1918-1919
Mrs. Lucie Walsh,
and Mrs. Moore are leaving shortly
1920-1921
Mrs. Hester Chase,
for the West Coast where Mr. Moore
1922•Mrs. JulU Blackington,
1923-1924
Mrs. Mary Cooper,
has been transferred by the govern
1925-1926
Mrs. Mary IP. Rich.
ment.
1927-1928
Mrs Hester Chase,
Mr. and Mrs.. Clarence Beal
1929-1930
Mrs Suella 8heldon,
1931-1932
called Sunday on Mrs. Pluma
Mrs. Anne Snow,
1933-1934
Mrs. Maude Blodgett,
Cheney at her home in Spruce
1935-1936
Mrs. Alice Karl,
Head.
1937-1938
Mrs. Mary Southard.
Frank Alley flrst assistant light~ • Deceased.
housekeeper visited his family Sun
day in Rockland.
MEMBERS
10 Ocean St
Annatoyne.
Euretta,
KNOX COUNTY REPRESENTED
38 Talbot Ave.
Barnard, Ruth,
12 Knox St
Bicknell. Edith.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
150 Talbot Ave.
Blodgett. Maude,
22 Grove St.
The Words Fair Anthology makes
Buffum. Ella.
41 North Main St.
Butman. Adelaide,
its second appearance in a five-vol
"Bicknell" Main St.
Carlson, Helen,
ume edition of over 532 pages, each
89 Summer St.
Carter, Lucy,
containing the selected work of
45 Talbot Ave.
Chase, Hester,
8.960 poets. This marks the first
170 Main St.
Cobb. Alice,
44 Talbot Ave
Cochran, Ellen,
united attempt on the part of poet
14 Florence St
Colson, Flora,
and editor to express the poet out
Jam es St
KADINO BOTH LtAOUES in hitting Conary, Anna,
"BUCKY" WAlTIM...No. 1 pitcher
look on the world of today.
156 Limerock St.
Cooper. Mary,
the great Joe DiMaggio. Can "Bucky”
of the National League . . . a hitter
More than 14,000 poets submitted
166
Main
St.
Cross, Delia,
Walters stop him? Joe's a tough cus
likely at any time to win his own ball
167 Main St.
their work. Among those who have
Davies, Hattie,
tomer any tim e...an old hand at this
game in the batter's b o x ...It will be
87 Summer St.
French, Lucy.
been made happy by having their
World Series business...been in three
2 Claremont St.
one of the big moments in the history
Glover, Angelica,
poems included are: Mrs. Harriet
192 Broadway
Haines, Katherine,
World Series...batting for an average
of baseball when Walters and the C in
Parker of Philadelphia, formerly of
50 G ranite St.
Karl, Alice.
of 301. And Joe's a stone wall on the
cinnati Reds meet Joe DiMaggio and
11 G ranite St.
Rockport, poem "Fog”; Mrs. Delora
Karl, Winifred,
defense. Whether Joe or "Bucky"
his New York Yankee team-mates.
5 Walker Place
Ladd, Mary,
Morrill of Rockport, poem, "After
comes
out
on
top,
a
Camel
fan
wins
"Bucky” calls himself a "dyed-in-theWest
Meadow
Road
Levenseler. Ruth,
the Rain;" Mrs. John H. Andrews
either way. "I'm often asked about my
87 North Main St.
wool Camel fan." He says: 'Tve never
Marshall. Hazel,
i
M o r e p le a s u r e p e r p u f f • • •
of Rockport, poem, "My God;" Mrs.
104 Pleasant St.
favorite cigarette brand," Joe says.
Merritt, Orissa,
found any other brand—at any price—
Rose B. Hupper of Tenants Harbor,
25 Chestnut St.
Moran, Irene,
"Well, it's Camels. Camels are longthat gives me anything like the dow n
m o r e p u ffs p e r p a c k !
170 Main St.
poem "If We Could.”
Perry, Ada,
buroing. They give me the economy
right smoking enjoyment that I get
Laurlette
Perry,
Cora.
Mrs. John H. Andrews
of extra smoking per pack-a real sav
from Camels. Boy, do they taste good
558 Main St.
Peterson, Nellie.
Rockport, Oct. 1.
ing if you're a steady smoker like I
Penny fo r penny
after a long, hard game! Camels burn
Rockland, R. F. D.
Rich, Mary Perry,
72 Rankin St.
am—they're milder, with a hearty fla
St. Clair, Kathryn,
longer, and that means a nice bonus
56 Masonic St.
Betty
(to
teacher)—"Mummy
Sheldon, Suella,
vor. 'I'd walk a mile for a Camel!* ”
of extra smokes in every pack.”
y o u r b e s t c ig a r e t te b u y
87 Beech St.
Sherman. Mabel,
wants you to come to dinner on
21
Talbot
Ave.
Simmons, Annie,
Saturday."
26 Talbot Ave.
Snow. Anne,
Teacher—“Are you sure, dear?"
10 Ocean St.
Southard, Mary,
Betty—“Yes, because I heard
283 Broadway
Stahl, Jeanette,
104 North Main St
Stanley, Caroline,
paddy say, ‘Ask her and get it
40 Grove St.
Stoddard, Etta,
over’."—Telephone Topics.
Thorndike. Anna.
78 Talbot Ave.
468 Old County Road
Thurston, Clara,
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
Veazie. Grace.
12 Shaw Ave.
21 fiunuiit-a St.
Walsh, Lucie,
WORK WONDERS

The Cardinal’s List

BEGINS A NEW SEASON

’Twas A Good Buy

Roland Sukeforth

Are Not Fattening

Heating Hints

F R IE N
ENEMI

Cam els -

pow er vs. pitching skill w h e n

and "Bucky" W alters m eet face

th e W orld Series. But they a g re e
— they’re both Cam el fans!
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